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Editor’s Note  
 
I was amazed with the amount of submissions that I received that dealt with 
the self. With sincere reflections and humorous jabs at life, there’s something 
here for everyone. Enjoy the read. I look forward to reading many more 
submissions in 2010!  
 
Best,  
Krisma  
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THE KITCHEN ON THE TWENTY-FIRST FLOOR 
 

by Michael Mendolia 
 

 
From the playful banter volleyed over the cubicle walls, you might think 

we were a chummy group of employees, but then you’d go into the kitchen and 

find out the truth. A cheery professionalism abounds in the conference room, 

in the corridors, and even in the room with the dilapidated copy machines. It is 

the kitchen where the masks slip off and the nastiness oozes out. In the 

kitchen, people feel free to vent their anger; it is the place where complaints 

and tears and shouting matches burst forth. In the kitchen, you realize that 

this office on the twenty-first floor is full of resentment and malice. If there 

were to be violence, it would happen in the kitchen. 

The refrigerator in the kitchen is a magnet for frustration. Right at eye 

level, there is a sheet of paper taped on all four sides. To remove it would 

require some effort. The message proclaims: “WHOEVER KEEPS TAKING THE 

LAST PIECE OF ICE PLEASE FILL UP THE TRAY BEFORE PUTTING IT BACK. 

THIS IS NOT THE FIRST TIME.” I never fail to be amused by the second 

sentence. At first glance it seems superfluous, but I have come to see that it 

does present a compelling argument, namely that the recurring nature of this 

particular offense is ample justification for the screaming capitals. This seems 

most reasonable to me, and I always smile on Wednesday mornings when I 

come in early and contemplate the repetitive nature of history, just after 

dumping the ice into the sink and replacing the gaping tray into the freezer. 

Like an afterthought, there is another message taped onto the 



refrigerator, written by hand with a black Sharpie marker. This author, though 

passionate enough to post a public summons, evidently lacked the gusto to use 

the laser printer. The content is similarly bold: “Don’t leave your food in the 

refrigerator over the weekend. It is NASTY.” This note might as well have been 

signed, as there is no chance of anonymity here. There is but one person in the 

office for whom the word “nasty” is a preferred qualifier. I can think of various 

synonyms (odious, repugnant, and vile, to name just a few), but our secretary 

Lacey is staunchly partial to “nasty,” and to her credit, I suppose that the word 

does connote a certain unwholesomeness that the others do not. 

In the office proper, there is an admirable sense of democracy—

everyone’s opinion counts and all that nonsense—but in the kitchen, that fine 

façade blisters a bit, and some of the noxious spittle seeps out. For example, 

George Irwin is generally an insubstantial mouse of a man, but I caught him 

one day stacking neat little piles of religious tracts on the counter next to the 

refrigerator. Christ the Mighty Warrior, and that perennial favorite, Is Satan 

Your Friend? In the kitchen, even wispy George Irwin musters the courage to 

force-feed his beliefs down people’s throats. 

Not all of the communication is indirect. My office, adjacent to the 

kitchen, makes for convenient eavesdropping. Each morning I hear Lacey and 

Heather bandying about their assessments of Mary Lou, who suffers the dual 

misfortune of lumpy legs and nasty hair. Though Mary Lou is statistically the 

most frequent object of kitchen discourse, few evade the beam of scrutiny. I 

doubt that bouncy, confident Heather appreciates that the quality of her shoes 

is a recurring topic in the kitchen, generally just before lunch. 



I am not like the others. I’ve been in this office for 30 years, and I get 

along with everyone. I always smile and nod my head when I encounter my 

colleagues in the corridor. I don’t have any gripes about my salary or the boss. 

I don’t mind that Melissa Harris heats up her lunch in the microwave and 

makes the whole place smell like a greasy pizza joint. Not even Ben Utrecht’s 

unwillingness to close the door when using his speakerphone is worth getting 

riled up about.  

If I had to admit to one gnawing complaint, it would probably involve the 

apparently irrefutable office doctrine that we must all like one another. I treat 

my colleagues with utmost respect of course, but in my book, friendship is 

more than a matter of proximity. This is not to imply I am antisocial. Just a few 

years ago, when I had more exuberance, I used to join the poker games at Bob 

Patterson’s house on the occasional Friday night. 

Bob is the sales director at our company. His office is next to mine, and 

throughout the day I can hear him chortling. He thinks of himself as a beloved 

coach, the salespeople his crackerjack running backs. He is one of those people 

who seems incomplete without a cigar clenched between his teeth. 

I would have to say that, in the kitchen, Bob Patterson is the worst. It’s 

not that he grumbles or finds fault, in fact, quite the opposite. As he’s pouring 

himself a coffee, or rustling through the refrigerator looking for an egg salad 

sandwich, Bob Patterson will feel obliged to tell you about his spacious house, 

his stunning wife, his athletic son. Perhaps this is most irritating of all.  

* * * 

It’s obvious that the new intern is going to cause turbulence. For 



starters, Nicholas has an MBA and uses terms like “market segmentation” and 

“competitive landscape,” the likes of which were never uttered on these 

premises before, not even by our marketing director, Ben Utrecht, whose 

notion of marketing is restricted to golf outings and girlie bars. Next, the 

clothes. Nicholas wears bold, flashy shirts—sometimes even canary yellow—

and ties with stripes or squiggles that exactly match the hue of the shirt. The 

kid is a devotee of color coordination. And dare I add that his hair is stiff with 

hair gel? 

One morning Bob Patterson finds me in the kitchen, where I am heating 

a blueberry muffin in the microwave, just long enough so it will be moist but 

not soggy. 

“What do you think of the new kid?” he asks. 

“Spiffy dresser,” I say. 

“Let’s just hope he doesn’t wear a skirt next week,” Bob says. “Know 

what I mean?” When I don’t respond, he continues. “I don’t have a problem 

with it, of course. With my son, though, it would be a different story.”  

I knew he would get around to the son sooner or later.  

“He doesn’t go for that,” Bob explains. 

Bob has been traveling extensively lately, and as a result, I have not been 

privy to the almost daily updates of his son’s achievements to which I have 

grown accustomed.  

I can see that Bob senses the extent of my deprivation and intends to 

remedy the situation.  

“I don’t think I told you! I’ve got big news. Real big. Bob Junior enrolled 



at Georgetown! One of the best law schools, you know. It was basically between 

that and Harvard. He’s a smart kid, my son.” 

“Wow,” I say. “That’s fantastic.” 

Sometimes I wonder if Bob treats the whole office to these filial updates, 

or if I am singled out for special attention. It has been quite a while since Bob 

Patterson has asked about my own son. Perhaps that is for the best, because I 

have no recent achievements to share. None whatsoever. A little over a year 

ago, my son Jacob, aged 34, fell 12 stories from a construction site he was 

working on in Miami and did not survive the night. Did not even last long 

enough for me to fly down there and see him one final time. Not the kind of 

information best-suited for office chatter.  

Anticipating a lengthy discourse on his son’s proficiencies, Bob is licking 

his lips when I blurt out, “I’d better get back to these numbers. Old Man Arnie 

is bound to show up any minute.” 

Arnie is the owner of the company. He is generally absent from the office, 

except for the last few days of the month, when he storms in with pinched lips. 

If the financials do not meet his expectations, he tends to shout. This makes 

many people afraid of him, including Bob Patterson. 

“Right,” Bob says. “How the numbers lookin’?” 

“Not so good,” I say and stride back to my office. 

I emerge promptly at three o’clock, feeling chipper, my session with Old 

Man Arnie having concluded without a single outburst, and the congregation is 

just forming in the kitchen. Our office has embraced the tradition of the 

afternoon coffee get-together. Lacey takes it upon herself to brew a pot of coffee 



for this event and even hands out ceramic mugs as people arrive. My 

astonishment knows no bounds as I consider the initiative this must entail. 

“So, Nick, how was your first week?” Bob is saying. 

The kid joins the daily gathering just like the rest of the farm animals, 

pattering toward the trough at the allotted feeding time. You might think he’d 

be locked in his office reading text books, but you’d be wrong. He’s a real team 

player. 

“Not so bad. Actually, it’s Nicholas,” the kid says. 

“How’s that?” Bob Patterson asks, eyelids aflutter with innocence. 

“I prefer to be called Nicholas. Not Nick.” 

“Yeah, whatever,” Bob Patterson says. “I prefer to be called ‘Your 

Highness.’ Did you hear that, George? I said I prefer to be called ‘Your 

Highness.’ Did you like that?” 

“Yes, Bob. That was pretty funny,” George says. 

Nicholas looks down, examining the stripes in his tie, as though 

uncertain if they properly match his cobalt-blue shirt. 

“So, Nick,” Bob continues. “Did you happen to catch the Patriots game 

last night?” He looks over at George, who has cocked his head, and holds out 

his hand as if to restrain him. 

“No, I missed it,” Nicholas says. 

“Well, that’s not surprising,” Bob responds, his voice loud enough for the 

potential audience at the other end of the room. “Considering it’s May. Not 

football season at all. Right? Guess you didn’t know that.” 

Mary Lou laughs—just a whimper really—with a sidelong glance at 



Lacey. 

“I don’t follow sports much,” Nicholas says.  

“Football, no. But maybe figure skating?” Bob asks.  

The room is filled with cowardly giggles. Bob Patterson is nearly quaking 

with amusement.  

“Go to hell,” Nicholas murmurs. 

“Aw, don’t be like that!” Bob counters, aghast. “I was only joking. Just 

having a bit of fun. Right, George?” 

“All in good fun,” George corroborates, shaking his head, all amiability. I 

have an urge to ask him what Christ the Warrior would think of Bob 

Patterson’s attempts at humor. 

Nicholas tells us he is taking his coffee back to his desk. His face might 

be flushed, but his eyes are not downcast. He nods at me as he leaves the 

kitchen. 

Bob Patterson barely notices Nicholas’s departure. He’s already moved on 

to his next topic. 

“George, did I tell you that Sheila and I are going to Cancun next month? 

She wants a little getaway, a little sun. And my wife’s such a gorgeous woman, 

who am I to say no?” 

“How could you say no?” George asks. 

Bob Patterson is leaning against the refrigerator, his eyes nearly closed, 

reeking of self-satisfaction. After all, he has been amply rewarded for his 

lifelong commitment to normalcy and unstinting mediocrity. He lives the 

American dream: he is a generally well-regarded sales director; he has an 



attractive wife and a golden-boy son. In his world there is no sickness or death 

or disappointment. I wonder if there is anything that might ruffle him. 

* * * 

The following Wednesday I go to a convenience store on my lunch break. 

It’s a dreary little store a few blocks away, stock items like cereal and laundry 

detergent and condoms, all covered with a faint layer of grime. I stare at the 

selection of magazines for a few moments before choosing one. The woman at 

the cash register gazes at me blankly as she slides it into a paper bag. Handing 

her the cash, I wink at her. When I get back to the twenty-first floor, I go to our 

mail area and slide the magazine into the compartment labeled “Bob Patterson, 

Sales Director” and then go back to my office to wait. 

Every time Bob walks past my door, possibly on the way to check his 

mail, I look up expectantly. One time, he catches my eye and takes this as an 

invitation for conversation. 

“Gorgeous day! Too bad we’re cooped up in here. We should be golfing!” 

“You, maybe! You’re the sales guy,” I say. 

“Sales Director,” he corrects. “My boys can spend their time golfing on 

the company’s dime, but someone’s got to do the office work.” 

“That’s true.” 

“That’s not to say I don’t entertain customers anymore,” he adds, 

apparently concerned that I might conclude that he is not properly engaged in 

the business. “But not as much as the field reps.” 

“Just the important customers,” I say. 

“Exactly.”  



He flashes a row of glossy white teeth at me before walking on. It occurs 

to me that Bob Patterson could be the type that checks his mail slot only once 

a day, first thing in the morning.  

At three o’clock I head to the kitchen feeling a bit anxious. I’m not sure 

what I was expecting to happen this afternoon. On further consideration, the 

whole affair seems a case of muddled judgment, and I decide to retrieve the 

magazine from the mail slot right after my coffee. 

In the kitchen there is a palpable excitement, which can have only a 

single explanation: someone has brought in donuts. Huddled around the open 

boxes with outstretched arms, with hands pawing and groping and snatching, 

there is a group of people who have evidently been denied nourishment for 

days. Mary Lou, never a mistress of discretion, is squeezing the donuts with 

her sticky fingers, in search of the elusive raspberry-filled delight. I take a cup 

of coffee from Lacey and retire to the corner by the watercooler, as far as 

possible from the frenzied throng. 

Bob Patterson has not arrived yet. 

I can see from George Irwin’s desperate glances in my direction that he is 

seeking deliverance from Ben’s monologue on preferred rental cars, but I lack 

the vigor to be his savior this afternoon; in any case, I would not want to 

intrude into the domain of his angry god. Instead, I look over at Mary Lou, who 

is wearing a purple miniskirt. I am compelled to agree with Lacey’s morning 

appraisal. The woman is truly in need of fashion advice. Perhaps I should ask 

Nicholas to speak to her privately. 

“Nicholas,” I say and he turns to me, his blond hair stiffer than Bakelite 



resin. 

“That data I gave you. Was that what you were looking for?” 

“Perfect,” he says. “Thanks so much for your help.” 

I am facing the refrigerator, so I do not see anyone walk into the kitchen, 

but immediately sense that a new element has intruded into our assembly. The 

drone of conversation dies out, and I notice Nicholas’s eyes widening in 

distress. He suddenly steps back, like a gymnast about to spring into a routine, 

but is not quick enough. Bob Patterson barrels past me and smacks Nicholas 

on the chest full-force with his meaty outstretched palm. Nicholas staggers and 

falls to the ground. With a nimble dodge, Melissa Harris evades a splatter of 

coffee.  

“What the hell?” Nicholas says, struggling to his feet. 

“I suppose you think this is funny,” Bob says. 

“What are you talking about?”  

By this time, everyone has gathered around Bob Patterson and Nicholas, 

like wolves circling prey. 

“I found this in my mail today!” Bob announces and holds up a magazine 

of male pornography entitled Latin Inches. The centerfold cascades out 

triumphantly, and a beaming model unfurls his naked manhood amongst the 

coffee cups and aghast faces. 

“Disgusting!” George Irwin exclaims.  

“Oh, my!” says Mary Lou. 

Outrage is not the sole response. Lacey seems rather captivated, her 

head tilted in silent admiration. 



“What does this have to do with me?” Nicholas asks. 

“Oh, come on,” Bob counters. “Who else would have this kind of trash?” 

“Actually, that’s not mine,” Nicholas says, brushing his hands over his 

trousers. “If it’s any of your business, I prefer Asian men.” 

Mary Lou looks at Heather curiously, to see what sort of reaction is now 

appropriate. George Irwin is frowning in distaste, and Bob Patterson looks 

confused. I believe I am the only person smiling. 

“So who did this?” Bob asks.  

“That’s not my problem. But don’t you touch me again. Ever. Do I make 

myself clear?” 

This kid has balls, I think. He’s not going to crumble in front of this 

crowd, no matter what they serve up. Even Bob Patterson seems abashed. Out 

of sorts even. He has created a commotion, which is nothing new, but this time 

it is not clear if he has emerged victorious. In fact, he seems rather ridiculous. 

Bob Patterson folds the centerfold back into the magazine and rolls it up into a 

tight tube, to minimize the exposed skin and his own impropriety. 

“Sorry about that. Honest mistake.” 

Nicholas grunts and bolts out of the room.  

Holding the magazine behind his back, Bob Patterson cowers in the 

center of our circle. All around him are eyes flashing with scorn. The donuts do 

not seem to have been enough. Now the crowd hungers for flesh. 

“Hey, Bob,” I say. “Maybe your son sent you that magazine. You never 

know with kids, these days.” 

Everyone laughs and the tension dissolves. Bob looks up at me 



gratefully. As he considers my words, his expression clouds and his lips begin 

to twitch, but, for once, he has nothing to say. 

  



CHEROKEE 
 
That little smart-eyed boy 
Curious to the world, yet knowing so much 
Hard to decipher while soft to touch 
Been waiting so long to meet someone like you 
 
Don’t ever lose the glisten, those lashes 
Thick black and precocious 
Love long nervous motions 
I’ve mistaken countless imposters as you 
 
Don’t ever forget how I watch you with pride 
Swept up in your stature 
Amused by your stride 
I’ve longed my whole life to find what you give 
A reflection of me 
A new justice to live 
 
Prepared I was not on the day our eyes met 
Knocked down, insides trembled, you felt it too I just bet 
When all is said and the parade of our youth has ceased 
Just know I still love you 
Regardless of ease 
Just know I still see him 
That little boy that soaks up all attention 
While not even aware 
The prince that consumes me 
When not even there. 
 
—Sean Anthony McGhee 
  



THE CATCH 
 
Back home, if home it is, 

I listen to CDs to keep my language up. 
I let the Cherokee play 

in what at first is no more than  
volley of vowel and verb. 

Finally I relax into the flow.  
Even though most courses ahead  
too fast for me to catch, 

some words stick and thrash. 
I make of my mind a weir 

where words are caught 
and held by current’s force 

until I can haul them up and out 
for sustenance.    
 
—Kimberly L. Becker 
 
 

 
ChrissyHairWater 

—Ronald Edwin Lane 
  



COKED-UP HOOKER   
 
Like a coked-up hooker with a cleaver 
I’ve got an axe to grind 
sitting in the cheap meat seats in summer 
I settle in with the flies. 
 
The world stage performs 
opens up like a void 
this is your life 
a lot like a Popsicle 
some of it sucks 
and some of it hurts. 
 
A jumped-up kid with an attitude 
the girl on the screen 
screams big problem 
mouth shouting 
finger pointing 
points blame into a colorful picture 
shocking pink. 
 
Up there on the silver 
in glorious black and white 
mistakes are repeated over and over 
she creates a whole new word 
refluxology 
again. 
 
A fuck-up with a perpetual hangover 
could try harder 
but it’s a learnt thing 
learning to try 
asleep in the gods 
the movie has a good forty years left 
but I’ve given up trying 
haven’t lived them yet. 
 
—Natasha Carthew 
  



THAT DAY 
 
She tells me it’s the isotopes in the air 
that make me grumpy 
gray, white air  
after 14 days of sunshine 
the change in air and landscape 
causes lethargy  
becoming unproductive 
unhappy 
 
And while people I know 
wait for test results 
husbands  
children 
paychecks 
 
I just wait for snow 
and sun 
on the cusp of happiness. 
 
—Kristen Lodge 
  



STAINED GLASS SISTER 
 
It’s as if 
She’s inside out: 
Blue of arteries, pink of womb, 
Muscle-red, and blood, 
Arrayed on the surface, like flags. 
 
It’s just clothing, but 
It’s not. 
It’s her way of saying, 
“Since you’ll invade me, since  
I am not inviolate, 
You might as well see it, 
My muscles, my blood.” 
It’s her interior, exploded out. 
 
These colors: the flags  
Of conquerors, two brothers, 
Invaders, 
The breakers of skin. 
The flags of her brothers 
Mark the spots she can’t point to, 
The things disremembered, 
Well buried within. 
 
—Daleth Hall 
  



EYE TO EYE, TOOTH TO TOOTH 
 
She asks, “Where’d you go?” as they do in movies. 
The other’s face distorts, realizing its displacement. 
Wind blows the curtains wide, lets light lie 
 
across the lie and the lack thereof. Undertones of violence 
under sheets, twisted, gray, and damp. After a swift move 
up from under, she interrupts the night with white light 
 
from the bathroom’s fluorescent bulbs, the white bowl 
of the sink. She splashes her face with water not as cold 
as she expects nor wants. Returning to sleep, 
 
she finds asleep the explanation. The curtain raises itself  
toward her as she lays herself down into the other’s body, then 
displaced by wind no more, the curtain falls back again.  
 
—Kelcy Wilburn 
  



 
Rising 

—Eliza Kelly 
  



THE FATHER, THE SON AND HIS GHOSTS 
 

by R.W. Fox 
 

 
Sally quietly shuts the door after checking on her napping children. We 

return to the kitchen to clean up from the lunch we just finished. She is my 

oldest friend in Los Angeles. The early autumn sun streams through the 

kitchen window, illuminating the garden’s roses behind her. We talk about our 

past relationships and my continuing inability to find a girlfriend. I kissed her 

once, twenty-three years ago; she was twenty, I was thirty. I still remember the 

kiss with great clarity that foggy evening in the Marina, her leaning out of the 

rag-top white Jeep and landing her full lips on mine. The moment meant a lot 

to me then and does now. I’m happy we have remained friends and happier still 

she has found someone who loves her and cares for her the way her husband 

does.  

“So,” she asks, tilting her head while drying a glass, “What goes through 

your mind when you’re with someone you’re attracted to?”  

“I only wish I came with an instruction manual, say A, then do B,” I say, 

looking down at the floor. “Instead, my head becomes filled with a thousand 

voices, none of them good. Each one screams terrible things, and I become still, 

unable to move or speak. Then I separate.”  

“You what? What is that? What do you think that’s about? I mean, how 

long has this been happening?”  

“I don’t know,” which is half true.  

“I always wondered why I had to kiss you.” 



I don’t like what I am feeling, my stomach is tying up, something creeps 

into my throat, a steel band is wrapping around my head, “But what is going 

on with your business?” I ask quickly. “How are you weathering the recession?”  

We hug later and I walk out the door into the October sunshine. The 

stroll down the street has her question ringing in my head, how long has this 

been going on? As I pass well-manicured lawns filled with white, purple, and 

golden flowers, I think back to a time when I was trying to make the transition 

from boy to man.  

* * * 

My father comes into the living room, while I lay on the sectional sofa I 

have used as my bed since I arrived last June, and asks if I want to go for a 

walk, “Just us guys.” The day is blustery with a Dutch Master’s sky. 

My younger brother James is out with his friends. Walking means 

talking, I stall, hoping he’ll forget, “Can I shower first?” 

“First of the month already,” he laughs.  

We step out of the apartment on the Prins Hendrikade, and I am 

immediately struck by the huge, white clouds passing over Amsterdam. They 

are giant puff pastries, made golden by the sun and piled upon each other like 

a large collision. I’d like to tell my father about the clouds, like I did as a child, 

when we would lie in the freshly mown grass, finding pirate ships and animals. 

“Look, Dad, they’re beautiful, like…” But now, the thought of any intimate 

observation with him tightens my chest. His predicted response—a grimace, 

with eyeballs rolled upward. 

My father is a man of business, the president (or managing director, as 



they say in Europe), of an international advertising agency, a self-made man in 

love with his own creator. He is a drinker, a smoker, a go-getter. He reads 

Ernest Hemingway and Ed McBaine novels side-by-side.  

On the corner of the Herengracht and Herenstraat, a prominent black-

bricked, white-gabled canal house stands. The keystone has “Anno 1672” 

chiseled in it. My father says, “Anno means built.” I already know what anno 

means. I put on one of those half smiles, where the eyes show nothing. I have 

stayed in Amsterdam longer than my father cares to be aware of. I can even 

speak sentences in our host country’s complicated tongue. But telling my 

father that anno actually means “after death” in Latin is displaying more 

knowledge than him and never a wise strategy. Instead I take a deep breath of 

briny sea air, always present in Amsterdam’s dark-watered canals criss-

crossing the city.  

The Herenstraat is a skinny connecting street with slim, old houses 

crammed together in tight shadows built for the supporting class 300 years 

ago. They lean precariously, like sailors on a listing ship. Those in danger of 

falling forward are propped up by logs the way late-night drunks use barstools 

for balance.  

My father, as always, walks a step or two in front of me. When our family 

drove to my aunt and uncle’s house for Thanksgiving or July 4th, he would 

reach his hand to the windshield with joy at the state line and say, “I was in 

Connecticut before you.”  

“Straat means street,” I tell his back with glee. He clears his throat 

forcefully. When mad, he prefers to whistle rather than talk. Now, a piece from 



the musical Oliver is bouncing around the empty street. His favorite musical, 

he would play this record often on weekends before he helped my mother drink 

herself to death. In the song he’s whistling, a large man with a baritone voice 

slowly walks down a Dickensonian London street in the snow, singing, “One 

boy, boy for sale, he’s going cheap, only seven guineas.”  

I understand what he is saying the way a family only needs to look at one 

another for an answer to a question. I feel I am suddenly infused and inflated 

with the helium of a balloon. I pop out of and float above the eighteen-year-old 

boy whose hair is unkempt, jeans are dirty, with worn-out sneakers one size 

too big. I watch the dapperly dressed father in creased gabardine trousers walk 

ahead of the son several feet below on the brown brick sidewalk.  

A great gust of wind catches the heliumed essence of the conscious me 

and gently lifts me on the foredeck of one of the large golden puff pastries. The 

pastry, with sails full, heads for Zanzibar because I have always loved the way 

the destination sounds. Is cinnamon, I wonder, from Zanzibar? It should be.  

Another cloud, overweight and perhaps jealous, becomes less friendly. A 

clap of thunder and a spigot of water opens, as so often happens in this wet 

country.  

The father smiles very wide as fat drops of rain mark the shoulders of his 

tan leather windbreaker. He tilts his head toward a bar they are just now 

passing. I am pulled back to earth by the drops of rain—forced to abandon 

ship.  

The door closes behind us in Heren Café. “Twee Piljes,” my father says, 

settling onto a barstool. He slides a crisp new one hundred guilder note 



forward on the polished wood bar. A beautiful, blonde girl washes glasses on 

the other side. She has an inch-long cock made of glass crystal dangling from a 

delicate gold chain around her neck, balls and all. My father’s elbow nudges me 

sharply, a secret smile. He wants me to see what I already see. I cringe. Instead 

of gawking, I look up behind her and notice the large clock behind the bar says 

10:41 a.m. 

Three men sit at the far dark corner, sour smoke curling from yellow 

French cigarettes. One man, with a thick moustache, has a scar from his nose 

to his cheek. The other man has no light in his eyes; he is only muscle on 

muscle. The third, his back to us, is a shadow.  

Through the stereo Peter Frampton wants to know, “Do you feel like I 

feel.” No, no, I don’t, Peter. I am not allowed to put my feelings to words, 

emotionally or otherwise. You see, Peter, while I watched my father help my 

mother drink herself to death, I was labeled “the sensitive one,” which is code for 

“Shut yer fucking gob.”  

I notice the young barmaid’s eyes are oceanic-blue irises surrounded by 

the thinnest black circle. Her skin is cream and she can’t be more than twenty-

five years old, just a few years older than me; although the crystalline cock 

makes her seem more mature or worldly. She wears an expression I feel doesn’t 

reconcile with her beauty. She serves up our two beers without the hint of a 

smile. My father says, “Bedankt,” using up his entire Dutch vocabulary by 

10:42 a.m. At 10:42 and three seconds, I take my first sip of beer for the day.  

The man with the dangerous scar goes behind the bar to grab a bottle of 

cognac and glares at us while he pours some in his coffee. Unaware, my father 



fishes around his windbreaker for a cigarette.  

The young girl continues washing glasses in the sink before us. Her glass 

penis, in full salute, dangles as she moves the glasses up and down in the sink. 

The cock catches a piece of the now-brimming sunshine bouncing off the wet 

street outside the window. The tip sparkles. The helium returns and I pop out 

of my body again, leaving the boy behind to drink. 

The father and the son sit side-by-side with a dense silence between 

them. The son is confused and unsure how to respond to the father’s question. 

The father frowns and puffs on his menthol cigarette in a practiced 

“sophisticated” fashion. He clears his throat, adjusts his silk cravat (something 

he started wearing since living in Europe, only three years since his wife drank 

herself to death).  

The father says, “I can’t help but notice your accessory.” The girl puzzled, 

angles her head. “Your necklace,” he continues, “it’s charming.” She gives the 

same half smile the boy gave the father earlier, the kind where nothing goes on 

above the lips.  

My heliumed conscious self bounces around the top of the café, trying to 

find an escape when I hear one of the men in the corner ask the others in 

Dutch, “Wie is de ode flicker klog-sak.” Flicker means faggot and klog sak 

means pig fucker, I tell my father in my mind. They think you’re fucking me. 

The son puts the glass of beer to his lips to sip, except his glass does not 

leave its dock until emptied. The father has introduced the son to the barmaid, 

“He came for the summer, and when he brought the stereo, I knew he had no 

plans to leave…”  



The son wonders what he is doing in this dark bar at five to eleven on a 

Saturday morning. Why was his father so intent on a morning walk? The son 

has difficulty meeting girls, is embarrassed about his shyness, a Dantesque 

circle, and thinks the father is trying to show him how to meet women. The 

father told him about a “deflowering party” at the Scots Bar last weekend. He 

had heard about French fathers bringing their boys to bordellos on their 

eighteenth birthday. He shudders.  

The boy thinks his father thinks his son is a sissy. His son would like to 

point out many things the father has overlooked or not paid attention to since 

his mother drank herself to death, but knows better. The father sits, sips his 

beer, and puffs his menthol Stuyvesant cigarette, unaware the son feels he has 

no home anymore, that the son also knows he is not welcome here in 

Amsterdam, that he has no place else to go. The last place he knew of as home 

is 3,000 miles away, and his father sold that off last June to help him forget 

about his wife, (the boy’s mother), who drank herself to death.  

The father does not acknowledge that only a year after her death, he 

vanished to live in Amsterdam on his own. He does not want to hear about 

what he left behind, the visits from the police, the bone-crunching fists to the 

face, the hunger, the comments of the merchants the boy has known since 

birth, “Is your father ever coming back because he has bills to pay, you know.” 

He doesn’t care he left his son to cope with the chaos the drug-addled older 

brother unleashed. But the boy also knows that after a few more glasses of 

beer, these thoughts bouncing and crashing around him like steel spheres in a 

pinball machine will go away—a sense of calm will be restored. He can rejoin 



the other side of himself watching from the ceiling.  

Without a word, without even a nod, the blonde girl pours the boy 

another beer. He sees something in her eyes when she places a new glass of 

beer back down. Her hand lingers a second longer than when she served his 

father. Plus, she gave him a new glass, whereas, she only refilled the father’s 

glass—a sign.  

While Peter sings, asking someone to “show me the way,” and his father’s 

inane baritone melts into the background, I try to find my way back to the ship 

in the sky. I see an opening about to happen. One of the men at the end of the 

bar is getting up to leave.  

The girl places a new glass of beer before the son, and I reach down and 

grab her delicate small wrist and ask, “Do you want to see where cinnamon is 

made?”  

“Ja vel,” she smiles widely, “ja vel.”  

“Ja vel,” I scream to my father who stands gobsmacked at the open door 

of the café below, rising into the air like Errol Flynn, hoisting my rescued 

woman in tow, “means, yes, a fucking lot.”  

* * * 

The door to my Studio City condo slams behind me, and I am greeted by 

my cat, Bertram. Sitting on the couch and listening to him purr as I scratch his 

ear, I remember the other reality of that Saturday afternoon, one of many 

afternoons in Amsterdam that blurred into night. My father charmed the girl 

behind the bar and anyone else within eyesight to show me how he is better at 

everything than I would ever be. We took a cab to the Hotel Pulitzer, drank 



some more, then took a cab to another bar in the red-light district filled with 

drunken Scots and Jorty oil rig workers who liked to fight—the one where the 

deflowering party took place. I just shut up and kept splitting because that is 

my way to handle this situation. Luckily I don’t drink anymore, but I still shut 

up because I don’t know how to do anything else when I am with someone with 

whom I want to matter to. I really do wish I had come with a set of instructions: 

To exorcise ghosts, do A, then B. To find the one you love and have her find 

you, look for A, say B, then do. 

  



RETREAT, RETREAT 
 
The cold rain threatening: 
Let go, let go,  
give up, give up. 
Swirls with the wind, 
Struck by the windshield, 
It urges: 
Forget, forget, 
give up, give up; 
this is much too difficult, you know, 
let go, let go. 
Breathe a sigh of relief and come slide, 
Slide away into nothingness, 
Deeper nothingness… 
Now nothing at all. 
 
The wipers turn, the heater explodes into action. 
“No,” I say,  
And the conflict ends. 
 
The freezing glass remembers: 
Let go, let go, 
Will you give up? 
I put a cheek to the soft winter window. 
Oh, yes. Oh, wouldn’t it be so easy 
To retreat into emptiness, 
Swaying as the world on its rusty axis, 
Weathered only by time and by the weather, 
Drifting on the sea beyond all that is seen, 
Blanketed by the fabric of a thousand, million heartbreaks, 
The quilt of every jaded patch of life. 
I stand  
Between the darkness and the light, 
Between the cold air and the heat, 
Physics and the physical 
(for lack of words discreet). 
 
I remember, 
But for now I let that go. 
The tempest is still whirling outside. 
 
—Lucas Rehaut 
  



THE PUZZLE-HOUSE 
 
The wall is not a wall, 
but wind off a lake. 
The ceiling is a cloud 
composed of shadows and grins. 
What you think of as a window 
is a consensual hallucination 
brought on by childbed fevers. 
 
The house is two hundred years ago 
and thousands of miles later. 
For a door, light playing 
in the cold air of winter 
or a mouth eating its words. 
It knocks upon itself. 
Your key belongs to everyone 
and is made of water. 
 
Imagine a honeycomb or labyrinth. 
A house where the cellar and attic 
exchange glances on the stairs. 
The stairs that only lead down 
into the earthy bowels, 
the soil itself the notion of a planet, 
reality stacked like dirty dinnerware 
in the flooding world-sink. 
 
We stand in the hallway for eternity. 
There’s nowhere to go, 
each room revolving on its own axis. 
The lightbulbs are brown suns. 
The carpet a river of sins. 
The mice gnawing the wires 
not mice at all 
but the fortunes of men. 
 
—Bruce McRae 
  



EMPTINESS… 
 
Emptiness, consisting of spring and me, 
is called into the house:  
no one behind the window—let us turn off the light;  
it is unimportant here.  
 
With closed eyes looking into the dark,   
I find, collated with the dream,  
polytheism in the now forgotten wall— 
hard like bone.  
 
Few people—elbowroom.  
I’ll call it, like myself;  
the many gods create a house,  
a frame for the soul.  
 
Walking to myself along the muddy road, 
into the quiet city, 
this spring has taught me— 
my home is a kind of victory. 
 
—Aleksey Porvin, translated by Peter Golub 
 
 
 
 
A WHITE PAUSE 
 
The shaft 
of sunlight, 
which lay across 
your sleeping face, 
looked cool 
as if a white washcloth 
had been placed there 
to calm a fever.  
I almost had to cross 
the room and 
rest my hand in it. 
 
—Corey Mesler 
  



 
Still Waiting 
—Eliza Kelly 

  



“your kiss” 
 
the sweetest poem 
you ever gave to me was 
stated without words 
 
—Adrienne N. Wartts 
  



WHAT WOULD BUFFY DO? 
 
She wasn’t the first 
to be the slayer 
but she always 
felt like the last. 
 
Who knew I  
would relate to  
a blonde former  
cheerleader who  
 
hunted vampires? 
Perhaps it was her 
reluctant acceptance 
of her destiny, of  
 
her power, of her  
eventual embrace  
of everything she  
was supposed 
 
to destroy or was it 
how the dark needed 
her. That she spent  
seven seasons, spanned 
 
two networks, one 
virtually unrelated 
movie kicking past 
commercial breaks 
 
and coming soon 
trailers to save  
the world, one 
hour at a time. 
 
—Jessie Carty 
  



ANOTHER ODYSSEY 
 
Early last August, Calypso collapsed 
on her hypnotist’s couch, drifted 
to white sand and blue water, nestled 
in a hammock slung between palm trees. 
Peering over her sunglasses, she watched  
 
Odysseus and Penelope all afternoon, 
caught the hero’s eye while he skinny-dipped  
with his wife in the ocean, toasted piña 
coladas to their future, and feasted  
at the five-star restaurant for couples  
 
swept to paradise. The hypnotist suggested 
that evenings were for sex on the beach, 
for planting the seeds of young warriors 
between Penelope’s thighs and sent 
the goddess home with a bottle of wine. 
 
He’s fucking her while you’re 
in therapy; go fuck someone else.   
Calypso rose from the deserted island 
of her defeat, knew that after ten 
years it was best to give him up,   
 
but, months later, like a Siren, she still calls 
the wanderer back to her smooth caves, 
back with poetry of Apollo, back 
with the beauty of Athena, back 
to the honeyed lights of home.    
 
—Emily Hayes 
  



RAINDROP BABY 
Version 1 

 
I’m a Chicago raindrop baby 
silhouetted in the night, 
single-ringed single person 
minus the 24-karat gold. 
A harvester of nightlife, 
star crystal, seated, well- 
proportioned, 
a gatherer of sluts 
in my imagination. 
 
—Michael Lee Johnson 
  



STILL UNTITLED 
 
I used to be my body 
A red stain left by my heart 
After thoughts of 
Embarrassed genitalia 
Fumbled soft dribbling 
Is this poem worth going crazy for 
The sleep within me—a skittish shadow 
The man with a beautiful face knows 
I come to die 
 
—Marc Tretin 
  



WHY I LOVE LINDA JEAN 
 

by Catherine Parnell 
 
 

Linda Jean reads paperback novels underwater. You should see the way 

her flashlight beams on the page, the way her fingers play the waves as she 

reads, the way her scuba-slick body hangs suspended in the ocean. In her one-

piece wetsuit and booties—a lacquered licorice on her, and her strapped-on 

tanks, she looked like an underwater dominatrix. She held herself in front of 

me, and I examined her with care as we dangled in the current. Our tanks 

fizzed in the salt water. I timed the rate of our ascent while she read and as she 

dropped the pages, I felt as if she’d ripped layers of skin from my body. Nosing 

the disintegrating paper, yellow and black fish circled and jabbed; some bit the 

pages that curled in the water as if the papers were love food for fish, the 

dissolving ink a fine burgundy. But a pert blue fish found itself draped by a 

sheet of paper and after I lifted it, the fish shot away and the page dropped in 

the blue water to the black ocean floor.  

At forty feet I heard the whir of the boat’s engine. Linda Jean’s silhouette 

crumpled and she pushed her mask into mine so that we were eye to eye. She 

winked and pointed up. She was aching to breach the top. I looked and shook 

my head. 

Be patient, I said with my hands. I stretched out like one of Jesus’ 

helpers; Linda Jean crossed herself. She rolled her eyes and in mock 

frustration, threw the book down, but it didn’t sink quickly. I see now it was a 

booty call, Linda Jean beckoning me onward. That’s what Linda Jean does to 



me, makes me feel my desire so much I actually believe I do want it. I want it 

so much, I’ve shut myself away from the rest.  

I’m Linda Jean’s diving buddy. I’ve wondered what she would do if I 

didn’t surface, if I dropped my watch, if I lost my compass. I’m as responsible 

for her as she is for me, but that’s not the case. Underwater, she throws her 

whole self on me: black aqua, amorphous, amorous. She makes me feel her 

weight, but it’s not a burden. More like blue lightning. I got all shook up, 

seized, and convulsed, and I ached to lick her salty body.  

The rippling water magnified and distorted Linda Jean; she was larger 

than life, but the vision broke as water sluiced between my wetsuit and my 

skin. I felt phosphorescent cold fire between my legs. I licked my mouthpiece. I 

tasted my own gritty passion; I saw enlarged particulars of myself—my hair, 

my wrist, my ankle. 

Diving is inspiration, expiration. Inhale, exhale. Inspire, expire.  

Even below the surface of that fine blue water, Linda Jean inspired me. 

My ears and sinuses popped as we pulled out, my face cracked with salt. The 

first divers up, we sat benched on the dive master’s boat in the tropical sun.  

Want some lotion? she asked. If I’d said yes, she’d have known I wanted 

to touch her or at least something her hands had held. If I’d said no, she 

wouldn’t have noticed. 

It was just lotion, thick, purple, fruity hand lotion, but I said no. 

She put it away and I told her I had sensitive skin, that I used to be a 

paper-white blonde, so blonde that in black-and-white photographs, my hair 

and face were white with two black spots for eyes and a grouper’s gape for a 



mouth.  

What color is your hair now? she asked. As if she couldn’t see and she 

was looking, staring at my hair, trying to strip off the years and see the baby 

white.  

Gray, I answered. I shook it at her.  

How often do you color it? she asked. Her tone was even, neutral. She 

held up her end of the conversation, but she was bored. I’d known her long 

enough to know.  

I color it when I want, when I remember. I didn’t say I wouldn’t let my 

hands touch those toxic chemicals. I pay some drug addict who found God in a 

beauty salon to do my hair. She has the touch. When she washes my hair, I 

hear angels sing. 

Linda Jean tilted her head back and held her water bottle two inches 

above her lips. She shot a steady stream of water down her throat, and I 

watched her swallow like a long-necked heron. The boat rocked; I spread my 

legs to dry my wet thighs in the sun.  

Linda Jean jabbed my waist with her finger. Good dive, she said. I 

grabbed the water bottle. Hey, I said. I’m thirsty. The boat shook as another 

diver climbed on board, and the water dribbled down my neck and between my 

breasts. Linda Jean’s long smooth finger circled the hollow in my throat. She 

leaned over and blew on the water dripping down my chest, and because it was 

freshwater against salted skin, she painted secret signs on my body. 

Are you a lesbian? Linda Jean asked me this with all the seriousness of a 

woman passing out religious tracts.  



She might as well have asked Have You Found God? 

No, I said. I think there is no word for what I am.  

Linda Jean let out a whoop and from the wheel the dive master looked at 

us. He honked the boat horn.  

Linda Jean bared her lovely feet, her booties and fins thrown to the side. 

Without her wetsuit she was small and thin and the color of amaretto. I waited 

for the dive master to pull up anchor. The open sea relieved me; for miles I saw 

waves strengthening as they crossed the space between the horizon and our 

boat. 

Linda Jean rested on the bench with her head in my lap. Turning away 

from the hot sun, she buried her face in my belly. Her breath was hot. 

Move away, I commanded. 

She laughed and reached for the sky. 

I could teach you a few things, she said. What am I going to do with you?  

Whatever you want, I replied. She closed her eyes and sighed. 

Slowly the boat headed for the shore. A flock of parrots rose from the 

trees and I whistled. 

Linda Jean shouted over the spray, and the boat slowed down. 

The parrots scattered. 

How would it feel? Linda Jean asked as she combed my hair with her 

fingers, How would it feel to be loved for who you are? 

To hide my excitement I said, It would help if I knew who I was. 

Pulling my hand to her face, my palm against her cheek, she rolled back 

and moaned. I thought I’d explode into small pieces of desire, and that I could 



give a little bit to everyone. I never felt that way before. And then I exploded 

again when I thought: It may be that I love not one person, but one thing about 

that person. 

Our boat docked and a skinny little guy stood halfway between the sand 

and the marina. 

Par-tay! he shouted. I’d seen him around. It was D.J. Ricky. Thirty-years 

old and still lived with his mother. She followed him from resort to resort; she 

was a mean-looking piece of Walmart fashion. D.J. Ricky’s orange shirt flapped 

in the breeze and as I passed him, I saw his hairy navel. He stopped me and 

asked without suppressing his excitement, Is that Linda Jean on the boat that 

just came in? 

I nodded. 

He howled like a cat in heat, a painful sound.  

Linda Jean, he said. Know her. Love her. 

Par-tay, D.J. Ricky, and I walked past him to the beach. 

Linda Jean and I slept off the dive under a pale-blue umbrella stabbed in 

the sand. Her white bathing suit was soaked with sweat. I could see right 

through her. I could see everything. She sat up and nudged the hot sand; we 

left the beach to get ready for the party. When we reached our cabin, Linda 

Jean pressed her body into mine and said, I’m tired.  

Sleep now, I said. Play later, I urged.  

By the time the stars hit the sky, the dance was on. We ran across the 

beach to join the crowd. Linda Jean disappeared into a swarm of tanned men, 

and I sat down at a candle-lit table. Men sauntered by and winked; I waved 



them away. Someone brought me a drink. I stared at the dancers. Linda Jean 

emerged, wiggling her hips, walking my way. She reached across the table and 

pried my fingers from my pineapple-green drink. 

Dance with me. The insistence in her voice matched my pulse. 

As we walked across the sand, D.J. Ricky announced, For couples only! 

Two men stepped up and shouldered us, trying to follow D.J. Ricky’s lead. 

Linda Jean murmured something I couldn’t hear, and the guys backed off. 

Out there between the ocean and the sky, our bare feet slipped through 

the sand. A bonfire burned and fish blackened on sharpened sticks. Through 

soft, smoky air we danced, the space between us closing fast. Linda Jean 

raised her arms and dropped them on my shoulders.  

Linda Jean dug her fingers into the muscle around my shoulder blades. 

Staring at my feet, I pulled her into me as we moved toward the water. Puffs of 

sand dust filled the air and I smelled apples. Our ankles were silver in the 

ocean light, and her white dress clung to me like my own skin. 

The breeze picked up. I rested my head on Linda Jean’s shoulder.  

Linda Jean hesitated and threw herself into the sway of the wind. It 

caught her hair and I smoothed it down her back. On the beach, lines of sea 

foam bubbled. D.J. Ricky’s teeth banged the microphone as the tune kicked in. 

Linda Jean’s face met mine. A kiss—fleeting and secret, positively unnerving. 

Her hand grasped my waist and began the slow walk down my side. 

D.J. Ricky, with a catch in his voice sang along, You Came, You Saw, 

You Conquered. 

I fell to my knees in the sand, and the ocean washed up my dress and 



then Linda Jean was on her knees in front of me, laughing, her hands 

burrowing through the wet sand to my knees, up my thighs, across my 

stomach, and resting on the frail skin covering my heart that burst open like a 

pomegranate, bleeding seeds for the rest of my life, each one a pit of desire.  

  



 
Glowing Rainbow 

—Debi Blankenship 
  



CHANGES 
 
Our past faded when we exchanged 
rings at the courthouse. 
We didn’t want tradition— 
the church, ceremony, rice. 
Strange to our lips, the words  
wife and wife creep  
into our every sentence as if frequency  
could hurry meaning. I dream 
now of us two: always 
a faceless clock ticks to rhythms 
apologetic of time passing. 
 
—Janice Krasselt Medin 
  



STAINS 
 
The whole long day’s a tattoo. 
Whoever’s building you on her cosmic erector set 
never writes in pencil. 
 
Some claim that Shout 
will take the uglies out, 
but deep in the fabric’s DNA 
 
is every blemish recorded. 
What? you thought you’d wash those darklings off, 
stain upon stain, sigh upon sigh? 
 
Yeah, something to think about, 
next stain comes winking toward you down your street. 
Easier to toss your sad-stained self away, start over. 
 
—Barry Spacks 
  



THE GIFT 
 

by Kristy Athens 
 
 

“Happy birthday!” said the woman, handing over a small box that was 

wrapped in shades of cream and blue. The man looked at her. He folded his 

plastic-sleeved menu and placed it next to his sweating glass of water. 

“It’s not my birthday,” the man said. 

“It’s Stu’s birthday,” said the woman. She smiled. “Don’t you want to 

open it?” 

“I’m not Stu,” said the man. The woman didn’t move from her spot, 

where the waitress was supposed to be. “Are you the waitress?” The woman 

shook her head and settled into the booth, across from him. She put the gift 

between them and picked up the menu. 

“What are you doing?” said the man. He looked around for someone who 

worked at the restaurant. No one. He looked at the woman. She seemed 

pleasant enough. Besides, he’d just stopped in for some coffee; he had his 

Saturday afternoon golf game with his sons-in-law. He looked at the box. 

“What’s your name?” said the man, whose name was Frank. 

“Judith,” said Judith from behind the menu. 

Frank turned the box over in his hands. She must have had it wrapped 

at a department store; it was a professional job. He’d always had the girls at 

Beckstrom’s wrap the scarves and gloves that he’d given Sally over the years. It 

really made a gift look special. There was a small string loop attached to the 

ribbon on which a tag hung that read, “Stu.” 



“Why are you giving me Stu’s birthday present?” said Frank. 

Judith lowered the menu. “Stu left me,” she said. “He’s gone.” 

“Oh, I’m sorry,” said Frank. Judith blinked and raised the menu. Frank 

tried to wave down the waitress, who’d finally appeared from the kitchen. She 

hadn’t seen him. “Look, I’m not here to eat lunch. I have to be somewhere at 

two. But, I’ll uh, buy you a cup of coffee,” said Frank. “Can I buy you a cup of 

coffee?” 

Judith nodded but didn’t look up. She was about his age, good-looking. 

Nice sweater. Frank wondered if she was a nutcase; it certainly seemed like it. 

But if her husband had just left her, he guessed that it was understandable to 

be a little out of sorts. 

Finally, the waitress. Frank put the gift back on the table and ordered 

two coffees. “Would you like anything to eat?” asked the waitress. She 

reminded Frank of his youngest daughter, Lindsey. Same hair, anyway. Or 

Sally, when they first met. 

“No thanks,” said Frank. 

“I’d like a club sandwich,” said Judith. “Extra mayonnaise, please. And 

extra pickles.” The waitress dutifully noted this on her pad, relinquished the 

menu, smiled, and moved on, blonde ponytail bouncing in her wake. 

Judith extended her left index finger, wiggled it, and then used it to push 

the box a little closer to Frank. 

“What exactly happened to Stu,” he said, “if you don’t mind my asking. 

Did he run off with his secretary?” 

“Open it,” said Judith. The waitress set two cups of coffee on the table. 



Judith took three creamer packets from the caddy, stirred them in, and then 

added two pink packets of the sugar. 

“If you put that in the oven for forty minutes,” joked Frank, “it would 

come out a cake.” 

Judith smiled and took a sip. “Birthday cake. For you.” 

Frank looked around for a clock to make sure he was still on schedule. 

This was turning into a good fairway story. “Judith,” he said, “tell me a little bit 

about yourself. Where do you live? Do you have kids? How long were you and 

Stu married?” 

Judith winced at each question, then stared at her coffee. She said 

nothing. Frank waited. “Judith?” he asked in a low voice. 

“What are you talking about?” Judith waved her hand at him and 

laughed. “It’s your birthday, not our anniversary. You only have to remember 

how long we’ve been married once a year; just one little day a year.” 

Frank looked around the room again. Like any diner anywhere, the 

interior tables were empty; half the booths were occupied, mostly by single men 

or couples who stared out the window or at a point slightly to one side and 

beyond their spouses’ faces. Like he and Sally used to do before she left him.  

Okay, so Judith was a bit of a nutcase. What were his options? He could 

just get up and run out the door; that would be easiest. Or, say he had to use 

the restroom and not return. Regardless, he had to leave in ten minutes or he’d 

miss his tee time. 

“Come on, open it,” Judith spun the box on the table, next to his coffee 

cup. Frank picked it up. It wasn’t very big—cologne? Cuff links? No one used 



cuff links anymore. He had a half-dozen pair at home, in a velvet-lined case 

that his grandmother gave him for his bar mitzvah. He’d never had the heart to 

throw them out. The box couldn’t be a bomb or anything; it was too small. 

Besides, she was sitting right here. Unless she was suicidal. 

Judith’s expectant glance hadn’t waned. Frank studied her face. She 

looked tired on the surface, but a manic excitement overwhelmed it. Frank 

sighed and pried the ribbon over a corner of the box. It collapsed into a green 

heap next to his spoon. Then the paper, which revealed—as suspected—a 

Beckstrom’s logo. He lifted the lid, opened a black case, and found a gold 

pocket watch, intricately carved with scrolls and flowers. A small tag read, 

“24k.” 

“Wow,” said Frank. 

“Just like you used to have!” laughed Judith and clapped. “Just like your 

grandpa’s.” 

“This is beautiful,” said Frank. He pried it from its case and held it in his 

palm. It was heavy. He flipped it over; the back was carved as well. For a 

moment, he’d forgotten that the watch wasn’t for him; then he pressed the 

latch release. Above the ornate hands and Roman numerals, Frank read the 

inscription out loud: “To my darling Stu, I love you so much. Happy birthday! 

Judith.” 

“Judith, this is a magnificent watch,” said Frank. 

“Oh, I knew you’d like it!” Judith jumped up a bit in her seat. “I’ve been 

stashing away a little money here and there so you wouldn’t notice. I wanted it 

to be a surprise.” 



“It must have cost a lot.” 

“I know we can’t afford it.” Judith frowned into her milky froth. “I’m 

sorry; I know how much your grandpa’s watch meant to you. I’ve never been 

able to forgive myself for losing it.” 

“You’re very thoughtful, Judith,” said Frank. She looked up and smiled. 

He had to leave or he’d be late. “Look, I can’t accept this. You should keep it, or 

give it to your kids.” 

He replaced the watch in its case and slid it back toward Judith. Her 

eyes opened wide, then moistened. 

“You, you don’t like it?” 

“Judith, it’s beautiful,” said Frank. “But I’m not Stu. You don’t know me. 

I can’t take that expensive thing away from you.” 

“You won’t forgive me?” Judith’s voice was gaining decibel, attracting a 

few over-the-shoulder glances from neighboring tables. “You won’t forgive me?” 

“Judith, calm down,” said Frank, trying to send a reassuring glance to a 

man a few tables down. “I’m sure that Stu would forgive you.” 

“I saved up for three years for this watch, Stuart Jacobsen, and you have 

the nerve,” Judith glared at him, red-faced, “and you have the nerve to die 

before I can give it to you?” Her hands clenched into fists, which shook slightly 

on either side of her coffee cup. 

Frank looked at Judith for a moment. He looked at the watch. The 

ribbon-heap. The coffee. “I forgive you, Judith,” he said softly. Frank tipped the 

last bitter drops from his cup into his mouth and wiped his lips on his napkin, 

then folded it in half and set it next to the crumpled wad of wrapping paper. 



“You can just have a heart attack and die?” said Judith, quivering. “Just 

like that?” 

“Honey, look,” said Frank. He closed the watch’s display case and worked 

it into his front pocket. He stood up from the table, put his hands on Judith’s 

shoulders, and kissed her gently on the forehead. “Thank you, Judith, for the 

wonderful birthday present. It’s the best present I could have ever wanted. It’s 

beautiful.” 

Judith beamed, a tear-streak on each cheek. Frank took the clean side of 

his napkin and dabbed at them. “I just love it. Now, look honey, I’m going to 

pay the bill, and then I have to leave for my golf game, remember?” Frank 

pulled on his windbreaker. “Look, here comes your sandwich.” 

Frank gave the waitress a twenty on his way out. Judith Jacobsen. He’d 

try to find out if she had some family to give the watch to. As he passed outside 

the front of the building, he could see Judith through the window, holding her 

club sandwich in both hands. Her forehead had slackened, the wrinkles 

smoothed some. She looked better, relaxed. Forgiven. 

  



 
Red Flower 

—Robin Hiersche 
  



THE BURNING DAYS 
 

IV. 
It is strange how I cannot  
Remember  
My name anymore  
There is no time or place for me 
Just these walls and  
This bed 
I wonder if I can still feel 
Or if this numbness will abide 
I had a name once 
But my lips have forgotten 
The shape of it 
I miss the colors 
Of my mother’s home 
My home 
But those eternal summer days 
Were so long ago 
I wonder what they called me 
Then, and what the rains tasted of 
I only remember the color 
Red and those flapping wings 
That fire—that heat 
I feel its touch against 
My cheek  
I forget my name 
I forget my home 
The fires lick against my mind 
I feel its heat 
I feel— 
 
I shall bring them back 
Once more.  
 

V. 
There is rawness here 
Red fires burning in our hearts 
Begin to consume.  
 
—Michelle Lee 
  



from LADY OF CHINCHUBA 
 

A New Orleans Remembrance 
 

by Louis Gallo 
 

Historian Doug Brinkley tells us in The Great 
Deluge that the original Choctaw name for 
the site Bienville founded as New Orleans 
was “Chinchuba,” which means “alligator.” 

 
 

Around midnight somebody always threw a party. People drifted in an 

out of these bashes for free booze and food and whatever else happened along. 

One night my good friend and I wound up on the rear patio of a bungalow on 

Burgundy Street. (There are no front yards in the French Quarter.) A smallish 

rather serious group sat circularly on stiff iron-mesh outdoor chairs. Exotic 

tropical plants and ferns, effusing sweet olive trees, dusty old palms. A blue-

and-red parrot sentineled in its gilded cage. Venerable lichen on the bricks 

beneath our feet. I can’t remember anything about our host or hostess except 

that at some point I asked them for directions to the bathroom.  

I was pretty wasted, but my eyes focused on a guest who sat almost 

directly across from me, certainly one of the most beautiful women I’d ever 

seen. Her hair fell liquidly, in golden ringlets, down her cherubic, valentine of a 

face. Her eyes, the almost holy green of local chameleons. She wore a simple, 

modest, yet clinging shift that revealed a slender, model-perfect body. Her 

crossed legs revealed superb gluteal clefts. I guessed about twenty-three. I’m 

sure by this point in the evening I’d tossed in my two cents on whatever subject 

the group discussed, but the mystery woman said nothing, not a word. She sat 

nimbused in her own splendor, seemingly at ease with the world. Taking it all 

in. And, yes, she had fixed her eyes upon mine. The crossed legs pointed my 



way. All the right body language. Or, perhaps, wishful thinking on my part. I 

was, at the time, between marriages, alone but not lonely, seeking, hoping to 

turn the right corners, adrift in a libidinal and existential sea. 

At some point I made my way to the bathroom located in the slave 

quarters behind the main building. Most slave quarters in the Vieux Carré had 

been converted, by this time, into luxury apartments, and this particular 

structure proved no exception. How vividly I recall staggering through the door 

into a main bedroom, bumping into walls until I found the latrine, doing my 

business, and trying to find my way out again. It was not easy, given all the 

vodka and green chartreuse and with everyone on the patio passing constant 

joints. 

Expect now one of those legendary moments of life, something 

encountered usually in movies or novels or wet dreams. I, a drunken, horny 

wastrel on the prowl, with no particular expectations, made my way back into 

the entrance bedroom, and…voilà!…the beautiful, mysterious patio girl bereft 

of all clothing! More nakedness but this to my taste. She had apparently 

followed me in and made her stupendous move. I know I stopped short, 

dropped my jaw, and probably panted. Again the fixed, languid, pellucid eyes 

aiming darts in my direction. She approached slowly, in waves, like Bacall 

moving toward Bogart mesmerized at the bar. This never happens! Fantasy, 

wish fulfillment! And yet our moronic testosterone convinces us males that it 

just might happen at any moment, at the next bus stop. We never give up! 

Decades pass, it’s still on our minds. But this time it actually happened to 

undeserving, astonished me! “I like you” was all she said, sweetly, choirlike, as 



she proceeded to kiss me passionately on my unbelieving but wholly receptive 

lips. This before AIDS became a full-fledged international calamity, this when 

one feared only the usual clap, syphilis, herpes, and those lowly crabs. Sex has 

not come a long way. Sex has regressed. And the Puritans had less to do with 

in than an infected chimp loose in Cameroon in 1956. 

I’d like to say that we exploded in torrential, erotic bliss right then and 

there, and I do recall her fingers tearing at my buttons. But too many travelers 

traverse the path to a bathroom. So we gathered ourselves together, breathless 

and inflamed. She carried an overnight bag out of which she whipped a pair of 

metallic hot pants and skimpy halter. No bra, no underwear. We swept out of 

the party into the streets of New Orleans. We surged directionless, clinging, 

groping for each other’s bodies as we walked. Suddenly, floodlights seemed to 

drench us, but we had merely turned a corner onto Bourbon Street with all its 

neon and Las Vegas glow. We came to our senses, my arm wrapped around her 

shoulder, hers around my waist. 

This walk down Bourbon is what I remember best. It felt as if we 

proceeded above, not on the street. Because we headed toward Esplanade at 

the nether end of the Quarter, we bucked the flow of the crowds seeking fun 

and frolic up near Canal Street. Every passerby stared at us. We were thrust 

into the mythic realm of celluloid, we were larger than life, celebrities, movie 

stars. I’m not vain enough to believe I had anything to do with it. It was all her, 

an epidermal goddess, Aphrodite in hot pants, breasts heaving out of the 

halter. In every joint and strip club we passed, girls exposed themselves in 

some form or another. This is what Bourbon Street was and still is all about. 



But out here, beyond the seedy, shady, smoky confines of a room with bar and 

stage, out here, we were the real thing. I knew nothing yet about her mind, her 

personality, her origins, but I felt more than proud to be with her. This is the 

power women have over men, a power so immense, it has caused mayhem 

throughout history. Antony, Paris, Abelard…doomed.  

But, as it turns out, there was more to it. And lest feminist readers 

dismiss me as just another lecherous old (then young) dog, I will rest my case 

with the more to it. We stopped at The Blacksmith Shop, another bar, one of the 

oldest buildings in the city, reportedly where the famous pirate Jean Lafitte 

forged horseshoes. This is the place where once I had learned that Sinatra was 

not so bad after all—“It was a very good year.” But they had unplugged the juke 

and rolled a grand piano into the center of the room. A disgruntled piano player 

accompanied dozens of people who wanted to sing lachrymose spirituals like 

“Amazing Grace” as well as sprightly, upbeat ditties—“The Saints Go Marching 

In,” “You Are My Sunshine.” The goddess and I found a table in a dark, out of 

the way corner and ordered more martinis. Turns out her name was Jade…yes, 

really, I saw the driver’s license. To hear each other above the din, we literally 

bent ourselves over the table to the point that our faces almost touched. 

Jade informed me that she worked as a high-class call girl at Lucky 

Pierre’s, still another bar/lounge/restaurant on lower Bourbon, a sometimes 

dangerous place with reputed Mafia connections. She put in two days a week 

and made more money in those two days than secretaries typing dismal letters 

for an entire month. She had a two-year-old son to support; there was no 

husband; her mother needed medical attention. She felt no embarrassment or 



remorse for her chosen vocation. She was free to choose her customers; if they 

didn’t appeal to her in any way, she closed the door. Of course I suspected that 

I would be charged an extravagant fee for any dalliance, but no, she insisted, 

she liked me. I have no idea why she liked me except, perhaps, that maybe I 

really was different than any man she had ever met. She described some of 

them in a litany of lighthearted misgiving. Bitter, chronic drunks; abusers who 

slapped her around; macho men to the point of caricature—“like tree trunks,” 

she laughed; parasites; pimps; violent thugs in and out of jail; loafers, 

malingerers, bums. “They’re so stupid,” she said, “all of them.” For protection 

she carried a loaded, snub-nosed pistol in her purse. 

I could only rejoice in my deviance from the usual even if she regarded 

me as a novelty or trinket. I recited poetry to her. She listened intently and 

asked questions about certain metaphors and images. We discussed the 

purpose of life, the meaning of existence, relativity, the quantum theory. “What 

is time?” she asked at some point. No woman had ever asked me this question. 

She devoured my words. She came from a broken family, had no schooling 

beyond high school senior year, worked out of necessity since age fifteen. Jade 

was not only beautiful but keenly intelligent. But her intellect was raw, 

unguided, dormant, hungry. I imagine that under different circumstances, say, 

had she been preened an uptown debutante or raised in a St. Charles Avenue 

mansion rather than Rat’s Alley, she might moved on to Princeton or Harvard 

after graduation. It’s all money, that elusive commodity supplied to neither of 

us. We both scraped by, she in higher style than I. And to think that George W. 

Bush went to Yale. What’s perverse about this picture? 



I recommended books, recited still more poetry, tried to explain through 

the miasma of vodka what I knew about Nietzsche’s will to power, Sartre’s en 

soi, Heidegger’s Being. We remained at The Blacksmith Shop until closing time. 

They finally kicked us out and we made our way to my apartment. What Jade 

didn’t know intellectually, she more than knew about eros. Afterward I felt 

utterly drained, yet satiated. She exorcised every drop of testosterone from my 

body. None of the often enough post-coital despair. Just serene, happy, oceanic 

fulfillment. I felt like a rank amateur in such hands. She felt no life-wrecking 

bitterness, had no issues, no expectations, no unreasonable anger toward men. 

She did not even speak harshly of those who had abused her in the past. 

But, of course, I began to think about “us” the next day when my mind 

cleared. Hooker expertise or a sincerely gentle, uninhibited soul? I had no 

experience with prostitutes. Doubts nagged me. I had already begun to realize 

that remaining in the French Quarter would kill me. In fact, I’d given my 

landlady notice and rented a place uptown adjacent to Tulane’s campus. I had 

a month left before vacating. Jade arrived just about every day by taxi or her 

own wheels. We spent many afternoons and evenings in glorious debauchery 

and riveting talk. We were relaxed and more than comfortable with each other. 

I felt I’d known her all my life. She made no demands, never sulked, remained 

tranquil and easy-going. Still a mystery after all. There was no romance per se. 

We never took walks in the park, frolicked on the beach, went to movies, sat 

beneath the stars. Our dalliance limited itself to my cramped apartment. First 

sex, then talk, often enough in bed. Jade didn’t usually drink or smoke dope. 

She told me that she preferred to remain alert. She smelled like lavender; she 



never arrived late, never complained, seemed completely honest.  

Nevertheless, my doubts grew into misgivings. I wasn’t liberated or 

compassionate enough to overlook her past. Hanging out with a pro 

embarrassed and deflated me. Had I sunk so low as to turn to prostitutes, even 

those who didn’t charge a penny? How could I introduce her to my family and 

friends? For Jade would have no qualms about telling any of them exactly what 

she did for a living. She was naturally honest and had more morality in her 

thumbnail than certain so-called Christians. I knew instinctively that once I left 

the Quarter, I would break it off with her. And yet such a sweet, gentle, caring, 

loving woman. Was I deranged? I saw that I, too, like the uptown snobs, had an 

agenda, a station, however profligate, barren and unpromising. Hookers 

occupied too lowly an echelon. Surprisingly, I didn’t care one way or another 

about all the men in her life, her customers, previous boyfriends, whatever… 

they meant nothing to me. Or that she had more experience in her tender years 

than probably I would ever in my entire life. It came down to crass snobbery, 

though I, too, had been born on the wrong side of the tracks. 

Jade never told me that she “loved” me. She kept it at “like.” Maybe that 

was her one reservation. But I knew in my bones that we did, indeed, love each 

other, from the start, if only a little. I had not informed her that I would be 

moving. On our last day together, she asked me to take her out to a swanky 

restaurant. She offered to pay! This would be, except for The Blacksmith Shop, 

our first formal outing together. I assured her I would, and then she left. “See 

you tomorrow,” she smiled. “Wait, there’s something I don’t get about that 

poem you read to me. Why would he rather be a pair of ragged claws? Because 



the mermaids didn’t sing to him? Is that the reason? That’s pretty sad, don’t 

you think?” 

Yes, more than sad. The most tragic lines ever written.  

By the next day I had vanished. No forwarding address. Unlisted new 

number. I didn’t have much to carry, after all. You can pack books quickly. 

And steal straightaway into another world, leaving the past behind, including 

people that you “like” very much. I knew Jade would understand and survive, 

though nothing can excuse my callous defection. I would have to live with it, 

suffer the guilt. She certainly could have found me if she tried. She knew about 

the newspaper, knew the names of some of my friends; she probably knew 

more about me than I myself knew. But she made no attempt to force the 

issue. It’s as if she, too, had disappeared. Sometimes I desperately wanted her 

to find me while dreading the prospect that she might. I had tossed her phone 

number. I guess I could have hung out at Lucky Pierre’s until she came in for a 

trick, but I had no such intention. It was over—a solid month of feasting upon 

one another, devouring each other—and the ensuing vacuum felt lousy. 

Psychologist James Hillman equates the old pagan gods with psychic 

archetypes. We have internalized, not abandoned them. Jade, the cosmic wife 

of shamanism, the goddess of love. She had chosen me, ravished me, 

overwhelmed me. And yet she was flesh and bone as well—a living, dynamic, 

passionate woman who devoured our po’boy and muffaletta takeouts with real 

teeth. Sometimes she fretted over a broken fingernail, sometimes she looked 

tired, sometimes she lost her keys. Goddess incarnate maybe, but just another 

person, too, struggling to survive.  



Maybe she even remembers me.    

  



ON A QUIET EVENING 
 
the smell of Jasmine tea  
from my steaming cup 
writing poetry 
before the dawn of day 
 
the repose of the warrior 
after the Inferno on Earth  
enjoying the calm  
between two catastrophes 
 
watching a long foreign film 
with subtitles  
you here to give me  
some pleasure 
 
some time off 
in the midst of darker times 
my pen lingering 
along the pages 
 
a luxurious dream 
where I can stand long enough  
 
among flowers. 
 
—Michele Laroche 
  



YOURS DECIDUOUSLY 
 
Read the fallen leaves  
they’ll tell of the open air, 
and they share a color 
 
with the oxidation of iron 
share glory passing 
into disrepair. 
 
That’s the watercolor story 
so draw it. Draw me  
breathing in  
the last days of autumn 
 
wearing a scarf and a hat 
and in my eyes the color 
of summers almost faded, 
 
and in my eyes the stories 
of all those fallen leaves  
I’d been in love with 
 
when I was green. 
So brittle,  
now I’m rust.  
 
—P.A. Levy 
  



TITLES 
 

by Joe Stockstill 
 

 
I can do this. I have the title. You got the title, the rest is a piece a cake. 

Okay, here we go. Troll. That’s the title. Okay, here we…Wait a minute. Maybe 

it should be The Troll. There is a difference. Decisions, decisions, always 

decisions. What the heck, I know this guy, fer Chrissakes. This is gonna be a 

piece a cake. This lil guy has been living in my head forever. So I know this 

guy. I know what he looks like, what he does, what he wears—all that stuff. 

Sometimes we even talk. Matter a fact, my lady thinks we talk too much. 

Sometimes, when I’m poised in front of Hal Jr., my trusty Mac, and talking, 

Troll and I, my lady looks at me with those lovely, sad eyes and shakes her 

head woefully. Which reminds me, I’ve been meaning to ask him, Troll, if there 

are any “she” trolls. I’ve never heard of any. I pity the poor bastard if there ain’t 

no “she” trolls. Got to ask him next time we talk. It’s time. Time to get the ole 

keyboard clicking. Get the ole keyboard smoking and get Troll and his 

adventures out to the whole darn world. Man, they’re gonna love this guy. 

I sit there, hands hovering, ready to rip this story out lickety-split. I sit. 

I’m ready. I’ve decided. I can do this. You start with the title. I got the title. It’s 

Tro… Wait a minute! Maybe it shouldn’t be Troll or The Troll at all. Maybe it 

should be The Girl or just Girl. Man, I know this girl—what she wears, what she 

eats, how she sleeps. I know everything about her. She’s been living in my head 

fo… 

My lady walks by, hesitates for a moment. She watches me. A tremor of 



sympathy and she moves away. 

  



 
Flutterby 

—Jacqueline Mckenzie 
  



TEASE 
 
I sit at my computer 
in my underwear and a T-shirt, 
the usual attire for late-night writing. 
 
Suddenly, 
I feel a tickling sensation, 
like someone  
caressing  
my thighs. 
 
For a split second 
I am excited,  
intrigued, 
interested— 
 
only to look down and see 
that the foreplay was coming  
from the cord connected to the mouse 
on my computer. 
 
—Serena Tome 
  



“Proverb” 
 

Time ages each breath  
A breeze carving  

chasms tunnels disparate  
 

Spaces  
 amongst 

scant  
words 

 
Brilliant white page blinding  

the crisp air of the unknown 
Dispassionate dissonance 

Embedded in colonized letters 
volumes of imperialist throne  

 
Notwithstanding  

the brilliance of our ancestors 
we wonder:  

did they ever love us 
enough to 

sacrifice brevity  
spell out the  

A-N-S-W-E-R-S 
Or did they steal away  

our salvation  
clandestine in the  

 
absence 
smiling 
silent 
eyes 

dancing 
 

in   between 
the death knoll of each utterance  
  Subtle, steeped in coded secret 

Barely audible 
to those of us listening 

whistling 
the wind 
whispers: 

 
—anna Saini 

  



FindYourMate.com 
 

by James R. Tomlinson 
 
 

Ruth Mondo hates the sound of bells. When she was thirteen, Johnny 

Spiegel rang a cowbell and moo-moo-mooed her as she labored down the 

Bainesburg Junior High corridors. She hated wedding bells too. Ruth’s momma 

(God rest her soul) unintentionally conditioned her like Pavlov’s dog to fly into a 

fit of rage at the mere mention of nuptials. But after thirty-three years of 

loneliness, after seven diets, after two rather extensive exercise programs, after 

one gastro-bypass surgery, and after three shrinks, Ruth felt a glimmer of hope 

due to her active account at FindYourMate.com. Her latest Internet profile 

suited her just fine: Average-sized woman with bubbly personality searching for 

financially secure man. 

Ruth entered Gordy’s Toyz-N-Things, determined as ever, whispering to 

herself, “Small steps for Ruthie.” 

Then the bell quivered. 

And if that wasn’t enough, the old man behind the counter swiveled in 

his stool and said, “If you’re here for the Wii Fit or Dance Dance Revolution, try 

Target.” 

She hadn’t time for insults—she was on a mission. And he hadn’t time 

for conversation—the Detroit Tigers and New York Yankees were slugging it out 

on his black & white Zenith. 

Before Ruth’s forward momentum could propel her down the aisle, and 

perhaps because of her loose-fitting slacks, excess jangling skin, and Hershey 



Kiss physique, he did what she despised, what she thought of as patronizing if 

not downright disrespectful: He mercy winked at her. 

So she upped his charitable gesture with one of her own, “Do you have 

something in your eye?” 

He let her rude comment slide and used a different approach. “You here 

for something special?” 

“No,” she answered, then continued, “Buy some eyewash. They have it at 

Rite-Aid.” 

He swiveled back to his game mumbling under his breath, “Not funny.” It 

was bad enough his team lacked a quality pitcher. 

Ruth continued her forward progress down aisle four and approached 

the back wall, anxious to peruse her favorite children’s book for the agreed 

upon amount. She took comfort in knowing that hardly anyone shopped these 

small Mom & Pop stores. “Take chances,” Dr. Lowenstein had suggested. This 

was Ruth’s next step. Risk-taking with anonymity. She bent down and reached 

under the rack at the agreed upon drop point. The book was within her grasp. 

If only she could stretch her fingertips, her hand, her arm, her shoulder, just a 

little bit farther. She almost had it, her fingernails scraping the book jacket. 

Then she heard it again, that damn bell on the door…Quivering. 

“If you’re here for the Wii Fit or Dance Dance Revolution, try Target.” 

Ruth stiffened and held her breath. She channeled all her energy into 

listening. Is it man, woman, or child? Then she heard HIS VOICE for the very 

first time; it’s velvety sound, smooth and graceful.   

“Actually, I’m interested in purchasing a particular children’s book for 



my nephew. He’s four.” 

Ruth’s heart palpitated uncontrollably. She should’ve known better. 

Although both confessed in their last instant messages to phony pics, Ruth 

had felt a genuine trust developing. Did he break it? Did he drive eighty-three 

miles from Kettering Heights to Bainesburg? Does he even live in Kettering 

Heights? And how did he know the exact day she’d chosen to pick up the book? 

His monetary commitment spawned by the real color of his eyes (he had told 

her they had flecks of green); her willingness to go along (under certain 

conditions, of course); their fury of instant messages regarding her favorite 

children’s book—all morphed into a negotiated trust, developed one, cautious, 

step, at, a, time. A choreographed treasure hunt, a concerted effort toward faith 

and commitment, played out in a small toy store, in the safest way possible.  

“Back wall,” the old man said. 

“Who’s winning?” 

“Damn Yankees. Back wall.” 

Ruth grew angry with herself. Why did she choose under the rack? Why 

not above? All those years with all that extra weight and now her knees were 

failing her. 

The man approached. “Miss, are you all right?” 

Ruth froze. She had nowhere to hide. She looked up, saw that he wasn’t 

exactly Fabio, more along the lineage of Ichabod Crane; still, she found him 

appealing. “I dropped a book and must have kicked it. It slid under this rack, 

out of my reach.” She knew her lie would give him a way to back out, if he so 

chose. 



“Let me help you up first.” 

“No, no, no,” she said. “I can make it.” 

He offered his slender hand. She had no other choice. She took it and 

studied his hazel-brown eyes for a sign. Any sign. Such mixed emotions. Such 

fear of rejection. 

“Let me get that book for you.” 

“You needn’t…” Is he for real? she thought. Is he really interested in me? 

He knelt down, and with ear to floor, said, “Wow! You’re just like an 

angel from heaven.” 

She never knew her heart could beat so hard. Her knees felt like they 

were going to buckle. What will he say next?  

He stood up. Their eyes met again. 

“I’m sorry, what did you say?” 

“You’re like an angel from heaven,” he repeated, then pointed, “This is 

the exact book I was looking for. Eric Carle.” He tried putting her at ease. 

“Here.” He handed her the book and stepped back, allowing her space. He 

scanned the shelves. “Gordy doesn’t have a large selection.”  

With a quarter turn away from him, Ruth flipped to page six (her favorite 

number), pocketed the money, and read the following message to herself: “I’m 

invested in you, just like I promised in our last e-mail. Let’s meet for coffee at 

Lou’s Bistro some time.” She closed the book and drew closer to him. 

“I can’t believe this,” he chuckled. “You’ve got the last one.” 

Somewhat confused, Ruth wondered whether he was speaking in code. 

“Here,” she offered. “I’ve read it before.” 



More laughter between them. More awkwardness. “It’s not you,” he said. 

“It’s me. I forgot my wallet.” 

More code, Ruth thought. More uncertainty. Did he want his money back? 

“Take chances,” Dr. Lowenstein’s voice repeated in her head. “Know what you 

want and go for it.” Perhaps purchasing the book would seal his approval of 

her. Perhaps her long wait for companionship had ended. She hobbled toward 

the register. He supported her by her elbow. 

“Did you find everything?” the old man grunted. He saw their shadowy 

existence in the reflection of his Zenith. 

“I’ll buy the book for you,” Ruth suggested, “and you can pay me back 

later.” 

“Oh no, I couldn’t…” 

With her strength renewed, she decided to end this charade. Now was 

the time to be direct, to show her intentions. “We’ll go for coffee. How about 

Lou’s Bistro?” 

The old man heard her suggestion, spun around, eyed the couple, eyed 

the book, sprung to his feet, grabbed the book before she could place it on the 

counter, and yelled, “This is NOT for sale! Get out, get out, get out!” 

“Fine,” Ruth yelled back. “We’re leaving!” She opened the door and gently 

pushed her man onto the sidewalk, into the cool breeze. 

After the bell quivered, after Old Man Gordy fanned the pages, he 

plucked out his prosthetic eye and began polishing. “Brown Bear, Brown Bear,” 

he said, looking at the title of the book, “What you seen?” and in a sad Papa 

Bear voice, he whimpered, “I seen a Shar-Pei and Weasel steal my money.” It 



wasn’t so much the small amount of money that bothered him; it was the time 

he’d spent on FindYourMate.com. He’d try to be more astute the next time he 

searched for companionship; he’d include his love for baseball as well. 

He went back to watching the ballgame. Seventh inning stretch. His team 

was hanging in there. 

  



FRENCH LESSONS 
 

Like butterscotch it is when the light hits what would be your eyes but is 
flesh because you’re squinting, geeking out unabashedly. Like butterscotch in 
my mouth on a hot, June morning at grandma’s place. I love how real you are 
and willing to serve the truth up on a concrete platter. You scare those 
pancake-face girls, more like intimidate the hell out of them when they show 
up unannounced to their boyfriend’s house and you’re there on the couch, 
tight-lipped and eyes askance. You share with me the painkillers you received 
from the last big health scare you’ve had—one of many—and boy, do they come 
in handy. When the night’s died down and we’re the only ones willing to take a 
stroll through the cemetery at 3 a.m., we decide to take one each and can’t stop 
laughing at how the night unfolded. You get angrier at my life’s aggravating 
circumstances than I do, and every time you raise your voice in protest over my 
troubles, I feel more excited than I should. Even though I’m complaining, I am 
simultaneously halted by the loyalty you’ve shown. I can’t speak a whole lot of 
French yet, but you’re majoring in it and when you reach a certain level of 
drunk, you speak to me in such an eloquent flow full of shoulder pops and 
hand gestures. Even though I may not technically know the language, I know 
exactly what you’re saying. Well I’ve always been good with Romance languages 
but it’s beyond that. In those harshly toned and aggressively comforting 
moments, I know exactly how much we are alike and how intertwined we are 
within the plight of life. I can’t wait for you to tutor me next year. 
 
—Sean Anthony McGhee 
  



 
The Color Circle 

—Orit Yeret 
  



THE BEGGING MAN 
 

by Maia Akiva 
 
 

The man was sitting with his legs crossed at the entrance to the 

drugstore. His hand was held forward and his palm open, asking for 

something. His eyes were sad, and his body uncomfortable and shamed to be 

seen by everyone who walked by. He was wearing a clean, nice suit, and a 

black expensive briefcase was lying neatly beside him.  

As people approached him on their way to buy something they needed, 

their pace became faster as though they couldn’t stop because their lives were 

too full and busy. But even in their hurriedness, they still were taken aback by 

the well-dressed man asking them for something. As they passed by him, he 

tried to catch their glance, hoping that his eyes would get them to stop, even if 

only for a brief moment. 

Finally a young man with a blue messenger bag strung tightly across his 

body stopped and reached for his wallet. He took out an old dollar bill and, 

with a compassionate smile, reached down and handed it to the man.  

The man, who was watching the young man’s actions in anticipation, 

moved his hand away from the bill. “Thank you, but I have enough money,” he 

said, genuinely.  

The young man, confused and surprised, kept his hand with the one-

dollar bill outstretched to the man. “I thought you were begging.” The young 

man replied,  

“I am.”  



“Then why don’t you take this dollar?” pleaded the young man with 

compassion. “I want to help you.”  

“Because I’m not begging—for money,” answered the man. “I’m begging 

for love.” He lifted his hand forward again with his palm open to the young 

man.  

  



PALE KREYÓL? 
 

by Anna Steegmann 
 
 

When I was ten, I dreamt of leaving Germany to become an assistant to 

Albert Schweitzer. Nuns and priests who worked in Tanzania visited our 

church every year. They brought the promise of adventure in faraway lands. 

They showed us slides of the bush and savanna, swamps and riverine forests, 

along with the orphanages, schools, chapels, and dispensaries they had built. 

We were to collect money and to pray for the souls of African people. Overcome 

by Fernweh1, I pictured myself living in a hut at the foot of the Serengeti. 

Dressed in a prim light-blue uniform, a large crucifix dangling from my neck, 

I’d be tending to poor orphans. 

I am no longer a Catholic, and I never made it to sub-saharan Africa. 

Working in Flatbush, a Caribbean neighborhood in Brooklyn, with Haitian 

children was about as close as I was to get to my childhood dream. It was 

1988—the height of the crack epidemic. Flatbush was full of danger and 

menace. Gang members and drug dealers ruled the street. Children were either 

in school or locked up at home for their own safety. Holy Innocents School was 

like a besieged fortress. Neither teachers nor students dared to venture out for 

lunch to the nearby Roti stand.  

* * * 

On my second day at Holy Innocents School, I was startled by loud 

knocking on my office door. Before I had a chance to get up, a middle-aged 

portly woman pushed a skinny boy into my office. “I’m Ms. Roberts, the fourth 



grade teacher. Are you the new counselor?” she said. “I got someone to watch 

my class, so I could bring Gladimir down to you. I’ve had it with him. This child 

is going to give me a heart attack.” 

“What’s wrong?” I asked.  

“Gladimir does everything he can to annoy me. He argues. He swears. He 

knocks over the chairs in the classroom. When he doesn’t get his way, he 

throws books at the other children. Every little thing sets him off.” 

Gladimir, a handsome boy with a coffee-colored complexion, was small 

for his age. His school uniform was messy; the blue short-sleeve shirt hung 

outside his pants, and his plaid tie was splattered with peanut butter. His eyes 

were enormous and solemn. When I looked at him, Gladimir stared at the floor. 

“Keep him for the rest of the day. I don’t want him back in my class room,” Ms. 

Roberts said and rushed out of the room. 

When I asked Gladimir to sit down, he positioned himself by the door, 

arms crossed in front of his chest while he scanned the room like a soldier 

scrutinizing enemy territory. For fifteen minutes he rebuffed my attempts to 

engage him in a conversation. Then he sat down to play with my GI Joe action 

figures. I took out pen and paper to construct his family tree. Like most 

students at Holy Innocents School, he was Haitian. Maybe Gladimir had 

suffered a recent loss or trauma? Most boys his age didn’t show outward signs 

of depression; they acted out instead. 

For every question I asked, he shot one back at me. Counselors weren’t 

supposed to reveal details of their personal life, but Gladimir left me no choice. 

If he were going to tell me about himself, I would also have to tell him about 



myself. Gladimir learned that I lived in Manhattan, that I had no children, and 

that my mother and brothers lived in Germany. I learned that Gladimir had a 

brother and a sister. Three months ago his mother died of cancer. He was 

angry at his father who had brought his girlfriend to live with them while his 

mother lay dying in the hospital.  

I’ve had my share of difficult students. Gladimir was not only difficult, he 

was a major challenge. “Are you Jewish?” he asked. Most of the white people he 

knew, the teachers, doctors, and social workers were Jewish. I showed him 

Germany on the map; he showed me Haiti. “Do you know any black people?” 

he asked.  

“Yes, I do.” 

“Tell me their names.” 

“Loretta, Ronald, Dael, Debra, Pat, and Sekou.” 

“What does Dael do?” 

“She’s an actress and a playwright.” 

Gladimir frowned. 

“Dael writes and performs her own plays.” 

“Like our Christmas pageant at school?” 

“Sort of.”  

“What about Loretta? What does she do?” 

“She’s a social worker like me.” 

“And where does this Loretta live?” 

“In East Harlem.” 

He was not familiar with East Harlem. He had only been to Manhattan 



once on a class visit to the Museum of Natural History. “Manhattan was real 

nice. No garbage in the streets. No crackheads. White people were driven 

around Central Park in carriages pulled by horses. I’d like to go again. Will you 

take me?” 

I had survived the cross-examination. 

* * * 

For the rest of the school year, we met every Wednesday during the first 

period. Ms. Roberts threw him out of her class once or twice a week for stealing 

his classmates’ sandwiches and destroying their pens, pencil sharpeners, and 

walkmans. Starting fights was routine. In my office, Gladimir painted my table 

with finger paints, threatened me with the toy gun, and killed the daddy doll 

plenty of times.  

“How many people did you kill?” he asked after watching a film about the 

Holocaust on PBS as a class assignment. “They say the Germans murdered 

millions.”  

“Aside from trying to kill my younger brother, I’ve never harmed 

anybody.”  

Session by session his hostility waned. One day he brought his brother 

and sister after school to meet me. The following week he asked: “Can I come to 

see you every day?”  

We taught each other words in our mother tongues. I learned to say 

bekán (bicycle), makonè (godmother), and bannann peze (fried plantains). He 

loved the sound of German words, the letters ö, ä, ü, the deep guttural r. His 

favorite words were gräuel (horror) and räuber (robber); he loved repeating them 



several times. Räuber, Räuber, Rrrrräuber. He admired German. “This is no 

sissy language.”  

He called me the light-skin lady in front of his classmates. I was proud of 

my high school French, but to him I did not sound kreyòl enough. I practiced 

the words he taught me with my students and parents. Our security guard, 

impressed with my pronunciation, asked Èske ou konn ale Ayiti? Kouman ou fé 

pale kreyòl? (Have you been to Haiti? How did you learn to speak Creole?) 

Gladimir was thrilled when a neighbor gave him a kite for his birthday.  

“It was green with sparkling silver,” he said, “I couldn’t wait to try it out, 

but Papa and his woman wouldn’t take me to Prospect Park.” 

“What a bummer,” I said. 

“I wanted to see it fly so bad, I launched it from the living room window.” 

“Did it work?” I asked. 

Gladimir looked deflated. “I couldn’t get it going. The kite just wouldn’t 

lift.” 

* * * 

By April, his angry outbursts no longer occurred every day. He rarely 

knocked over the chairs in the classroom. He had volunteered to wipe off the 

blackboard. Ms. Roberts was pleased. Gladimir might be promoted to the fifth 

grade. I was pleased too. When his father came to pick up his report card, I 

made him sign a permission slip allowing me to take Gladimir, his brother and 

sister on an outing to Central Park.  

The siblings were thrilled with Central Park: the horses, the polar bears 

in the zoo, the reservoir, the carousel, the women jogging with special baby 



carriages, the chili dogs and French fries at the Boathouse Café. Central Park 

was a sanctuary compared to Flatbush. 

“Can you adopt me?” Gladimir asked after our outing to Central Park. 

“What do you think life with me will be like?” I asked. 

“We’ll live in Queens or New Jersey in a big house with a backyard. We 

drive to the mall in our station wagon. In the summer we go on camping trips, 

sleep in a tent, and barbecue hotdogs for lunch.” 

I lived in a 500-square foot studio in the West Village and hated camping. 

Gladimir was crushed that I didn’t own a car or a big house like the white 

people on TV.  

* * * 

On the last day of school, he gave me a drawing of our Central Park 

outing. His sister Manouchka and brother Remelus were on the left, Gladimir 

and I on the right—all of us holding hands like a happy family. In the bottom 

corner he had written in his best penmanship: Ms. S. don’t forget me. I miss 

you. Come back! Gladimir. I felt sad that I would not see him for more than two 

months. “Let’s have lunch together. My treat,” I said. Gladimir jumped up and 

down, thrilled with the chance of having a cheeseburger, fries, and possibly an 

ice cream sandwich for lunch. His father never gave him lunch money; he had 

eaten peanut butter sandwiches the entire school year.  

* * * 

At the cafeteria line two boys made rude comments in Creole and 

another cut in front of me. Short, skinny Gladimir came to my defense. “Ki 

problem ou? Don’t mess with Ms. Steegmann. She understands kreyòl. Ms. 



Steegmann, she’s not white. She’s German. ” 

 

1 There is no word in the English language for Fernweh. The opposite of Heimweh 
(homesickness) it is the longing for the faraway, the desire for new experiences. It is often 
translated with another German word: wanderlust. 

  



 
Into the Starry Skies 

—Korliss Sewer 



EVERYONE IS GOING AWAY 
 

by DeMisty D. Bellinger 
 
 
“I don’t know what’s going on there,” Hank, who hated his name and 

wanted a more biblical name because those names (Jeremiah! Matthew! 

David!)—although common—sound ominous, said as he pointed up to the top 

of the apartment building that housed the whores and crackheads. Or 

crackhead whores. 

Hank-named-Henry would even have preferred a made-up name like 

Losand, or a Spanish name like Lopez, a French Laurent or like the Greek 

Titan Lelantos. Ls were nice: Lazerus, Lance, Leonard, or Laurence. Lester had 

an effeminate feel though. 

Marie, who liked her name, or was even indifferent to her name—it was 

an okay name—followed Hank’s pointing finger to the fifth floor of the 

apartment building. He was pointing at a window, and Marie couldn’t see what 

Hank saw. She shaded her eyes with her hand. She squinted. She needed 

glasses. 

Who could not like the name Marie? 

“I can’t see anything, Hank.” 

Hank, who was thinking of the name Lance and how daring it sound, 

turned to his girlfriend of fifteen years, and shook his head at her. “Don’t look 

so obvious, Marie.” 

“Well, you pointed!” she said. “What’s more blatant than that?” 

Marie, Maria, Mary. Mother Mary. A good, strong, and safe name. 



If he had a name like Lance—If he had the name Lance! “Does Lance 

sound gay?” 

Marie was still trying to see what was through the fifth floor window. She 

thought there was a person looking down at her. 

“What, Hank?” 

“Lance. Do you think that sounds gay?” 

“Stop it. Your name is Henry. A nice, strong name.” 

Hank looked at Marie. Fifteen years was too long to call her girlfriend. 

She is now wife. Or a common law wife. She needed glasses. 

He looked back up at the fifth floor window of the apartment building. 

The man up there was moving around, pacing away from the window and back 

to it. Once, he stopped to spit out of the window. Hank saw the man look at 

him. Hank looked away. 

“He’s noticed us,” he told Marie. People prayed to Mary. They hailed her. 

“Is he…does he have any clothes on?” Marie asked. 

“Stop looking, Marie, he’s noticed us.” 

“I need money. I can’t continue to raise my kids in a red-light district.” 

Our kids, Hank thought. “You see, if I was named Lance, I could get a 

job.” 

“Hank.” 

“Who could deny someone with a name like that? It’s a weapon, it’s one 

syllable.” He lowered his voice to a smooth bass and said: “Lance.” 

“Hank, it doesn’t matter.” 

“Stop looking, Marie!” 



“Is he naked?” 

“Yes! He’s naked. Now look at me.” 

Marie took her hand from her forehead. “You think he sees us?” 

“Yes!” 

Marie looked at Hank. “We can’t live here anymore.” She felt tired. She 

felt out of breath. If, she thought, she could take the kids to live with her 

mother, maybe, now that they were older, now that the youngest was nine 

years old, it will be okay. She could take them to her mother, who loved her 

grandchildren like a grandmother should, who hated Hank like a mother-in-

law should. But really, she wasn’t Hank’s mother-in-law, Marie reasoned. 

Marie wanted to look up at the window and see the naked man clearly. 

She wanted to see pass him into his home. What was there? What does a 

crackhead keep in his home? 

The prostitute, who yelled at the men who drove by and waved her hand 

seductively (or wildly; Marie didn’t know how to describe it), finally got a date. 

An old man in an old Cadillac picked her up. 

Hank looked up at the window again. He saw the man pace back away 

from the window, stop, and run right back to the window. Pass the window. 

“Marie, look at that. Shit.” 

Marie looked, but she couldn’t quite see. She noticed a change in the 

window, then she got a falling sensation, a dreamy fall. Everyone is going away, 

she thought. 

“Shit,” Hank said again. “Icarus would have been an apt name for that 

guy.” 



  



THE TIME TRAVELER EXPLAINS 
I wonder if I should tell her this. 

from The Time Traveler’s Wife 

 
When I go, it’s sort of a rush, 
and I lose track of time and space. 
All the time that you spent in such 
agony, just wasting away, 
begging your lover to stay, 
is time better spent. You should know, 
even though you’re seeing me fade, 
I don’t know how far I will go… 
 
I can live by feeling your touch, 
the brush of your hand on my face; 
with only the dark between us, 
your fingers reaching for a trace 
of the me that the darkness erased— 
the me who you lost long ago 
would not leave you, not for a day, 
but I don’t know when I will go… 
 
I know that a note isn’t much— 
believe me, I wish I’d remained 
there, holding you in flesh and blood— 
but here I am, in the same place, 
only I think I am a year late 
or twenty for all that I know. 
I could not expect you to wait, 
not knowing how far I would go. 
 
Maybe I’ll go back to that day 
and refrain from saying “Hello.” 
If I can only keep you safe, 
you don’t know how far I will go. 
 
—Jomar Daniel Isip 
  



COMFORT IN FICTION 
 

by Angela M. Graziano 
 
 
Back in January I underwent electroshock therapy.  

But, in truth, I sort of saw the whole thing coming. Even back from the 

early days spent in Jay Cee’s office, before I began to feel as though I were 

trapped beneath a bell jar, struggling for breath.  

Some stories are just set up that way.  

Shortly after that whole episode, I decided I was in need of a change of 

scenery. So I took a quick trip to India to find my spirituality (just after a jaunt 

to Italy, of course). And I have to say, with the way things have been for me 

lately—tossing and turning at night while I panic about unpaid bills, spending 

endless hours searching the Web for new job postings—I didn’t think I’d really 

be able to commit to the trip. But once there, I found I was more relaxed than 

I’d been in months. And so, before I returned to my day-to-day stresses, I 

figured, what the hell, got on another plane, and headed to Bali, where I fell in 

love.  

Or so I thought.  

Because just days after I returned from my Balinese trip, I really fell in 

love. Hard. With a vampire. A teenage vampire no less.  

To answer your next question: yes, I was indeed embarrassed to later 

admit this love affair to my friends.  

And in response to your final question: yes, I did learn that many of my 

friends had engaged in the same love affair too.  



* * * 

I suppose I’ve been fortunate lately to be embarking on so many 

adventures, seeing as things have been, well, pretty rough. It all started last 

year, when, after months of hard work and sacrifice, I finally earned a master’s 

degree. In the midst of the high produced by my new degree, I decided to take a 

career risk and willingly tossed myself (and my paycheck) back to the bottom 

rung of my field. In the long run, I told myself, this career change would make 

me happy, and so I decided to tough it out. In about a year, I said, I would look 

for a higher-up (and higher-paying) position.   

I am now approaching the one-year mark, and the only thing I can report 

with certainty is that there are no new higher-up jobs. In fact, there aren’t 

really any jobs at all. Which, in turn, means there isn’t much extra money 

occupying my wallet these days.  

When I was younger, I was always told that earning a bachelor’s degree 

would grant me access to a world of success. I soon found out it did, though 

only to a certain extent. And so, a little bit wiser, I thought a master’s degree 

ought to do the trick. How does the old saying go? 

Close, but no cigar.  

In recent months I’ve learned the true meaning of living paycheck-to-

paycheck. I’ve adopted the fun, new pastime of having panic attacks (many of 

which occur, not coincidentally, around the first of the month). I’ve begun to 

practice a new, daily afternoon ritual, which includes me, the slats of my 

window shades, and the fear that comes with the appearance of my local mail 

carrier (that barer of bad financial news). I’ve started to have regular 



nightmares about my grocery clerk (WHY does the price of cereal keep going 

up? Will it ever end? Is he the one behind this whole scandal?). For the first 

time in my life, I’ve begun to take my vitamins each morning with the methodic 

madness of an addict.  

Because did I mention I recently lost my health insurance too? 

Many of my friends still enjoy a lifestyle I once partook in: private yoga 

lessons, regular manicures and pedicures, stress-free trips for franchised 

coffee; however, just the thought of these activities, and their unavoidable 

costs, are now reason for my chest to feel tight (one grande chai per weekday, 

times four weeks in a month, times twelve months in a year equals…you’ve got 

to be kidding me).  

And so, I’ve learned to make due by introducing myself to some new 

friends.   

It had been a while since I’d spent time with any new friends, and, it 

turns out, they’ve taught me a lot. They’re a diverse bunch, really. Though they 

all have one thing in common. Even when I approach them with tears already 

in my eyes after another day of job-search defeat, they make a point to remind 

me: it could be a lot worse, Angela.  

For instance, on a recent trip to Oz, I tried to enjoy all that the yellow 

brick road had to offer. But despite its fascinating strangeness, I could not stop 

thinking about the day’s circulars and the many coupons I really ought to clip. 

That was when one of my new friends reminded me that my dwindling bank 

account was nothing. After all, I could have half my town whispering behind 

my back about what a wicked woman I was. A wicked witch, even. My new 



friend laughed as I stressed about all the two-for-one deals I was missing at the 

market. “Hey lady. Try having green skin,” she said to me, “and then we’ll see 

who’s having a bad day.” I touched my face, thankful, and then turned the 

page. Perhaps my new friend was right.  

But it’s not all talk of clear complexions with my new friends. Many of 

them have given me hope too. Take my friend, Eddie, for example. He’s an older 

guy. A good guy, really, though he doesn’t see it. Recently, Eddie died. After his 

death, he took himself a little journey up to heaven. And it turns out, there 

were a whole bunch of people there waiting for him. Five, to be exact. After he 

met with each of them, Eddie was certain to report back to let me know what 

he’d learned: “Kid, I’m telling you,” Eddie said. “It might not seem like things 

are working out for you these days, but I promise, there’s a reason for it. 

There’s a master plan worked out for each of us.” 

Which I wish he could have explained to my new friend, Amir, too. I met 

Amir a few months back while I traveled through Afghanistan. He invited me to 

watch him and his friends craft and then fly exquisite paper kites in a sort of 

contest. It seemed like such a peaceful and innocent event, despite all the 

young boys’ competitive ambitions to win. I sipped from my mug of tea, 

eavesdropping on this local ritual. For hours I watched those boys run through 

the streets of their native city. But when I discovered, just a short while later, 

while walking past an alleyway, that one of those young boys would be raped, I 

felt so sick and helpless, I had to turn away. I looked to Amir for comfort, 

though he was speechless. The look in his young eyes was all I needed. Things 

could be so much worse for you, he seemed to say. Be grateful.   



And so I was.  

When my plane touched down after my Middle-Eastern travels, I found 

another young boy was waiting for me. His name was Holden and we’d met on 

several past occasions (though, I admit, I hadn’t made any attempt to contact 

him in years). Holden told me that nothing in life was working out the way he’d 

planned. He was just kicked out of prep school, he was afraid of growing up, 

and he was scared of change. I nodded and told him I could relate. We joined 

hands and ran together through the streets of New York City until we were out 

of steam. When we stopped, I looked to Holden and then to the stack of bills 

that peeked from my purse. My new friend looked upset by my gesture. He 

shifted his eyes and took in the world around him, which only seemed to 

confuse him more. Finally, he looked to me. “You’re a real phony,” Holden said 

and then disappeared. And that’s when I realized: I may have a lot of bills to 

pay, but at least I’m no longer that young.  

But things these days aren’t all fantasy. Not every story has a happy 

ending. Not every plot is worked out with a plan. Every time I flip on the news, 

there are more tales of death and crime and war. There are broadcasts about 

our plummeting economy and our nation’s sense of optimism that seems to 

plummet with it. There is the fear for our environment, and the guilt that arises 

as we each wonder if we are doing enough to protect it in our day-to-day lives 

(maybe I could have spent more time separating last week’s recycling?). 

Though there is a source of comfort.  

If there is only one thing my new friends have taught me during these 

trying times, it is this: in life, we will have scarlet letters pressed to our chests. 



Now and again, we may tumble down the occasional rabbit hole or two. On the 

really bad days, we might even be tempted to fly over our own cuckoo nests. 

But regardless of how many games of Quidditch we lose, sometimes, a good 

book is all we need to help us gain a fresh and more positive perspective on our 

ever-changing world.  

  



on the slow track 
 
in a technologically high-speed world 
it is better at times (maybe most times) 
to cry i think i’ll be a steam train today 
and putter and puff through a landscape 
exactly designed for calm movement 
 
this is the time when proportions 
touch on the quick of good living 
thought has the grace of a wayside flower 
and a bend in the so slow river reflects 
the train keeping up its chuffed song 
 
frailty has its place here too and the not- 
so-smooth run of the bones and ages knock 
(this landscape absorbs such distempers—  
even the train’s going round the bend 
can cause its wry smile)—ahead though 
 
the traveling fruits to be picked still tempt 
the tongue to water (excite the eye) incite  
rich speculations at the turning pages—that  
(in the passenger the journey’s knit for) 
life’s broken tapestries grow whole again 
 
—RG Gregory 
  



CLASS REUNION 
 
So what if my stomach  
is rounder than you remember  
or that my hair is shorter?  
I’m still me.  
 
Don’t act like I’m different,  
that I’m not the same girl  
that let you… 
 
Don’t look at me with that  
face. You are no  
more Helen than I.  
 
—Jessie Carty 
 
  



 
Skin Vessel 2 

—Carmen Teixdor  



LET’S TALK BRAS 
 

by Nancy Purcell 
 
 

Ladies, I’d like to discuss a subject we women have struggled with most 

of our lives: bras. Close your eyes for a moment and chase your memory cells 

back to the days of being flat-chested. Remember standing naked, in front of 

the mirror, looking for signs of those tiny buds? And when they finally 

appeared, how you prayed for them to blossom so you could wear a bra? It’s a 

memory that carries over from generation to generation, because a girl’s first 

bra is a coming-of-age sign.    

I recall mine. It was more like a tiny T-shirt referred to as a “training 

bra.” Training for what, I wondered. I guessed those little buds, like flowers, 

had to be nurtured in order to conform to the 19th-century invention—the 

brassiere, now known simply as a bra.   

Thank heavens for Mary Phelps Jacob, a socialite who, in the early 

1900s, designed a brassiere—two handkerchiefs tied together with pink 

ribbon—and moved women out of corsets. You’ve heard of a corset; that piece 

of underwear familiar to us from the movie Gone with the Wind. I can still see 

Scarlett holding on to the bedpost while being strapped into a garment 

stiffened with whaleback bones. And why? To showcase her 18-inch waist and 

push up her breasts to attract male admirers.    

But back to bras and the teenage years—that time when your gal-pals 

either zipped their lips when it came to “bud” discussions or they flapped their 

jaws about nothing else. Of course, everyone remained close friends, but it was 



painfully obvious some girls developed faster than others. It was years and 

tears later before we learned breast size was a result of family genes. 

Something must have gone amiss in my family gene pool, because all three of 

us sisters developed differently. By full bosom time we measured in at small, 

medium, and large. I was in 9th grade before I hoisted my blossoms into a 

cotton bra with cups that stood out like pointed funnels. Teenage boys had 

taken to calling these protrusions “headlights.” Headlights or not, like Miss 

Scarlett’s, they did attract attention.  

* * * 

My background on bras came from my mother’s best friend, Josephine, a 

tall, big-busted woman, who worked as the manager and buyer of ladies’ 

foundations in our town’s upscale department store. On Saturdays I’d venture 

downtown, walk into Whitner’s, take the elevator to the 2nd floor, and visit her 

(actually, I was more interested in the variety of brassieres). Josephine was 

always garbed in a suit, silk blouse, and her signature short strand of pearls. A 

name tag on her lapel identified her as, “Miss DeGour, Fitting Expert,” and the 

pink tape measure that trailed from her jacket pocket indicated she was on 

duty, ready to measure and fit customers. 

Can any of you call to mind the days of the late 1940s and ’50s? Hushed 

foundation departments with elegant cushioned chairs and soft background 

music set the tone for the professional proceedings that took place there. Back 

then, sales ladies spoke in quiet voices and escorted their clients into perfumed 

fitting rooms somewhere behind a curtained door. There, women bared their 

breasts to be measured and fitted into some of the most elegant and costly of 



brassieres. I overheard Josephine describe the procedure to my mother as “an 

art.”     

I loved looking at the expensive, lacy bras safeguarded in glass cases 

lined with Irish linen scarves. Josephine explained to me that “dressing the 

cases with a few silk roses made the merchandise more enticing.” They were 

certainly more enticing than the cotton funnels I was wearing, and I imagined 

my own bureau someday filled with satin and lace.   

* * * 

Finding the correct bra can be more difficult than locating the Lost Tribe 

of Israel. We’ve all had to learn, by hit or miss, the physics of bras: they are 

designed in cup sizes and chest circumference: AAs to GGs, from cotton to lace 

to satin, padded or plain, wired or wireless. And, just when we’ve found the 

perfect garment, the manufacturer dreams up a new style.   

Somewhere around the time we turn 40, most of us have, or eventually 

will have, noticed our equipment losing its perkiness. Easily remedied, right? 

You just buy a bra with some push-up to it. Following Josephine’s rules, I 

measured myself and went shopping.  

Walmart carries hundreds of bras, and the place is easy to navigate. To 

my amazement, the first time I tried on one of those Playtex “bras in a box”—it 

worked. I bought four of them lest they stopped making the things. Remember, 

it’s the American way: newer is better.  

For me, those Walmart bras hung in there quite a few years. That is until 

I turned 50. Anyone in the over-50 crowd won’t be surprised by this bit of 

news: the law of gravity kicks in quicker than Newton’s theory regarding apples 



falling from the tree. Bosoms are no match for its force. What goes up must 

come down. And so they do.  

Oh, it’s not like the crash of the stock market. This process is sneakier, 

more of a slow slide. It starts with small adjustments to the shoulder straps, 

say, about a quarter of an inch at a time. Then one day, a day no different than 

the one before it, you step out of the shower and happen to view yourself in the 

bathroom mirror: the drop-line has inched closer to your waist. My answer to 

this appalling situation was to head to the mall. Maybe naughty Victoria had a 

secret remedy. 

* * * 

The clerk at Victoria’s Secret appeared to be not a day over 19 years old. 

The first thing she did was eyeball my chest, probably caught those new 

wrinkles around my chin too. Her gaze flitted to the lacy built-up cups hanging 

on thin satin straps, then back to my low-slung breasts. A frown creased her 

brow. That’s when I sneaked a look at myself in a three-way mirror and worked 

in a peek at her bust-level. I couldn’t believe it; her boobs were standing at 

attention about six inches below her shoulder line, while mine were slumping 

an easy five inches below hers. What a shocker! 

As if that wasn’t ego bruising enough, the girl asked, “Are you looking for 

a wedding set for your daughter? We’ve got some real hot matching bra and 

thong panty sets. They’re on that rack by the Angel bras.” She gave me a full 

smile as she pointed across the room. The smoke coming out of my ears must 

have scared her because, faster than a finger-snap, she returned to her 

position of defense: behind the counter. 



How could this have happened? I was over the hill and couldn’t 

remember climbing it! Let me tell you, I marched out of Vicky’s little Angel shop 

and headed for a sane and sedate department store. 

There I was greeted with elevator music that brought the ’70s to mind; 

something akin to the Carpenters. This change emboldened my psyche to 

believe my bra was there, waiting for me. Chrome racks covered the floor, more 

of them than I’d expected. The walls were filled with slip-on bras that 

resembled runner’s wear—you know—stop ’em from floppin’, elasticized to 

flatten your breasts like those mammogram machines.  

A “may I help you” came from a mature woman wearing a tag that 

proclaimed her to be a “professional bra fitter.” Shades of Josephine, I’d been 

saved. I spent the next two hours trying on bras made for women just like me, 

women whose breasts had succumbed to the sag. After listening to me blabber 

on about women and their bra problems, my fitter was eager to inform me, 

“bras may have fostered improved female health over the male population.”  

“Why is that?” I asked. 

With an audible tone of pride in her profession, she answered, “Because 

a lifetime of reaching up between your shoulder blades to unhook the thing has 

given women significantly better shoulder flexibility.”     

Weary of the entire process, I decided underwire was the winner, ignoring 

my mother’s warning about a woman who was struck by lightning while 

wearing a wired bra. Logic—and close to 30 different style bras—assured me 

wire or steel was required: a pure case of fashion overriding comfort. I 

purchased two and spent the next 15 years as an Iron Woman, attempting to 



defy the odds that my bustline elevator would drop somewhere between the 1st 

floor and the basement. Fashion overrides comfort every time!  

* * * 

Fifteen years later, on a cold November day, I found myself blowing out 

65 candles on a cake. I remember everyone smiling and being happy about the 

occasion. Everyone, that is, except me. It got worse. When the party film was 

developed, there I sat, my family gathered around, and my pretending to be 

glad I was eligible for a Social Security check. I put on my readers, took a 

closer look, and almost fainted: my underwired bosoms appeared to be resting 

on the belt at my waist. Despite youth-seeking inventions: porcelain veneers, 

organic-colored hair, tattooed eyebrows, and botoxed mouth wrinkles; my 

newest $62 bra, guaranteed to give me a lift, had let me down. 

In the years since then, I’ve learned it no longer matters whether I 

measure in at 40C or 36 DD, the word ACCEPTANCE is now tattooed on my 

brain. Jackets and loose blouses have become this woman’s best friends.  

I want to be certain I have not left those of you just entering the so-called 

“drop zone” with a feeling of hopelessness. Bra technology is working its way to 

the forefront. I recently came across an article about a new bra shop opening in 

Atlanta called “Not Your Daughter’s Bra,” or was it “Not Your Mother’s Bra?” 

Anyway, these new styled brassieres are guaranteed to lift 20 years off your 

bustline. Invoking the memory of Josephine, I say, “We fought for the vote. We 

fought for equal rights. Maybe the time has come to collectively fight for 

comfortable bras!” 

  



THE AGE OF ANTIQUITY 
 

by Gary R. Hoffman 
 
 

I was born at an early age, but the first thing you should probably know 

about me right now is that I am an old fart. I realize there are several other 

names for people my age—senior citizens, silver boomers, just plain old people, 

over-the-hillers, living antiques—but I am partial to my own descriptive 

moniker. I am plodding steadily toward having the number seven as the first 

digit in my age. (Sixty-nine is now an adjective telling how many years old I am. 

It used to be a verb, conjuring up an explosion of erotic thoughts.) Strangely, it 

seems like just a few months ago that the first number was a two or three. 

Hitting five-oh was a biggie for me, not because it was half a century, but 

because of a dream I used to have: I would never live to be fifty years old! On 

the night before my fiftieth birthday, I decided to stay up all night. I knew I was 

born at 5:15 a.m., so I would stay up until then just to see what would happen. 

Later I decided that was a really dumb idea. If you are going to die, why not be 

asleep and not know it? (I’ve decided if I have chest pains anytime soon, I’m 

going to try and go to sleep—quickly!) Sometimes, wisdom really does come 

with age.  

A real classy perk of growing older is that you haven’t expired. Waking up 

on the right side of the grass each morning is a real bonus in anyone’s life. The 

older you get, the bigger the bonus becomes. The main disadvantage of all of 

this is putting up with the damned symptoms that come with getting older. My 

body simply will not function in the manner I have grown accustomed to 



accepting. It’s an old story, but parts really do ache where I didn’t know I even 

had parts. And other parts have simply worn out while I continue to live. A line 

from a recent movie said it best about people from my era: “Never pass a 

bathroom, never waste a hard-on, and never trust a fart.” 

There you have it! A statement about three things that affect us in life, 

and two out of the three involve bathroom habits! You know a person is old 

when they discuss BMs more than orgasms. If you asked many older folks to 

define sex, they would say—“What?” Then, “Oh, yeah. I remember that.” And 

yes, o thee of the younger generation, at one time I said that would never 

happen to me. But it did, and God, in His infinite wisdom, gave us little blue 

pills. 

Which leads us to the next subject about growing older: The world is 

basically created for young people. “Ha!” you say doubtingly. Well, undoubt, 

and look at the ads on television. This medium is supposed to be a reflection of 

our lives. (That statement’s scary as hell, isn’t it?) How many times do you see 

an old man, struggling with a cane, trying to get out of a new car, while Mama 

sits in a seat beside him, trying to remember if she put her glasses in her purse 

when they are really on top of her head? (And she can’t find her purse, 

anyway.) See any senior citizen dancing along a beach, unless some voice-over 

announcer is telling us that this pill is good for 36 hours in case we have ED? 

In case we have? Also, I have somehow never pictured myself and a gracefully 

aging woman sitting in twin bathtubs in an open field or somewhere 

overlooking the ocean and watching the sunset.  

Of course, we also have commercials for adult diapers. Now there’s a 



chilling thought. I’m going to assume I went through that stage once in my life, 

even though I can’t remember it, but I have a feeling if I go through it again, I 

will remember it. Vividly! I wonder if they’ll ever make Depends in the style of 

thongs and if I’d ever be able to convince my wife to wear them. 

Other ads show grandparents gaily welcoming their grandchildren into 

their homes—arms outstretched, smiling (trying to keep their dentures from 

falling out and scaring the crap out of the little ones—but someone then comes 

on to sell us some goop that glues our teeth to our gums).  

I have decided I must have done a terrible job of raising my children. 

They are raising theirs in the exact opposite direction. Whatever I did with my 

own, they didn’t like and decided to try something else.  

Now, I love my grandchildren and like to be with them for at least two 

hours every six months or so. I explained to the older ones, I am not a good 

grandpa and being a great-grandpa is out of the question. Then the one I least 

likely suspect of gracing me with another generation goes out and makes 

whoopee with his girlfriend. (They forgot to watch the condom ads on television. 

Maybe if they had just watched television instead of…well, you know, I—and 

them—might not be in this quandary.) So, I now have a great-granddaughter 

and a cat both named Callie. I have a feeling the cat will be easier to deal with, 

but that’s another whole story. 

  



 
Ocean Window 

—Francis Raven 
  



ON BEING MEXICAN-AMERICAN 
 

by Victor David Giron 
 

 
My Aunt Nadia recently died. One morning while preparing to make the 

tortillas, she needed to get up on a ladder to reach something and, apparently, 

it gave way and she fell to the concrete floor, hitting her head. The girl that 

would come help her during the day had to leave that morning because her 

daughter became sick at school, and so Nadia was alone at the time. They’d 

always told her not to use the ladder as it was very old, but she never listened 

because it was built by her husband Pedro, who had died many years before.  

Though I’ve had other family members die in Mexico over the years, I 

didn’t go to any of the other funerals because as a teenager I had lost interest 

in going to Mexico—I didn’t go there for over 14 years.  

* * * 

After my sister and I stopped wanting to go to Mexico, my mother kept 

going. She kept inviting us, but after a while she gave up. In my late-twenties, 

after finding a book of poetry in Spanish my mother had from when she was 

little, I gathered an interest in Latin American authors such as Pablo Neruda 

and Gabriel Garcia Márquez, and I read some of their stuff, though in English. 

I bought their books in Spanish but haven’t touched them.  

A few years ago, when she was talking about going to my cousin 

Marcela’s wedding, although she didn’t say anything about me going, I told her 

that I would go with. She didn’t seem surprised and just said that it would be 

great, and we made arrangements to go. At the wedding I saw my cousin 



Roberto who I hadn’t seen since we were 12, when we played soccer in the 

streets of Ciudad Hidalgo, our parents’ hometown. He now lives in Mexico City, 

in la Zona Rosa, a wealthy neighborhood, and does well for himself as a real 

estate speculator of some kind. That sparked a series of trips for me, and over 

the next few years, I kept going back to visit him. We spent our time partying in 

Mexico City, Cuernavaca, Puebla, Toluca, Zacatecas, and Acapulco. We also 

visited Ciudad Hidalgo a couple of times.  

* * * 

To get to the funeral, I flew into Mexico City and had to take a cab from 

the airport to the bus terminal that has departures west to Michoacan. There’s 

no intrastate train system in Mexico, so you have no choice but to drive or take 

the bus. It was my first time traveling from Mexico City to Ciudad Hidalgo 

alone, so it was quite an experience.  

Making my way to the cab stand in the airport was an experience in 

itself, with so many people going back and forth, people selling stuff all over, 

and all sorts of shifty eyes staring around. After grabbing a ticket from the taxi 

stand, I got into a cab, holding my breath as I got in. Although I tried not to, I 

couldn’t help but think if the guy wanted to do something like kidnap me, there 

was not much I’d be able to do to prevent him.  

In Mexico the cars just feel and smell different, like they’re cheap heaps 

of metal and you feel every bump the car goes over. There are so many shrines 

of the Virgen Maria all over the roads because people die driving all the time. 

And nobody seems to obey any sort of driving rules—the cabs just zigzag down 

the streets, cutting from one to another, suddenly jumping off a main road and 



onto a little thoroughfare, and then onto another. Along the roads you pass all 

sorts of businesses, homes, more businesses, dogs, people selling stuff, young 

couples completely making out on benches, makeshift soccer fields, garbage, 

and clowns. (For some reason, there’s always a bunch of clowns walking 

around Mexico City).  

After eventually making it to the bus station and nervously buying a 

ticket, I ate a steak torta while sitting next to men drinking beers and smoking, 

and then after about an hour’s wait, I got on the bus and started the five-hour 

trip to Ciudad Hidalgo. Though the buses have vastly improved since I was 

little, they’re still of far less quality than the ones here. The seats are pasted 

together, there’s little to no elbow room, no room to really lean back, no air-

conditioning, and the cushions are stiff.  

The bus station and the airport are located pretty much in the middle of 

the city, and since there are no straight roads that go from one place to 

another, traveling through the city by bus takes an enormous amount of time. 

Some of my cousins that live in Mexico City have work commutes of two or 

three hours each way, and that’s just within the city. 

Once you leave the city, the roads open up a bit, and finally the country 

becomes beautiful and you know you’re entering (as my Uncle Javier says 

when he’s drunk) la tierra donde los hombres comen chingon y las viejas son 

cabronas! (“The land where the men eat well and the women are tough as 

goats!”) The view from the bus becomes marked with stunning forests, soaring 

mountains, valleys with creeks, town after little town, and dark-skinned people 

walking along the road, carrying white sacks full of all sorts of stuff they’re 



hoping to sell somewhere.  

After arriving in Ciudad Hidalgo, I was immediately reminded of how 

much the town has changed. On the way in you now see supermarkets, 

department stores—I’m sure there’ll be a Walmart there soon, if there’s not one 

there already. But the old bus station is still how I remember it—dark, meager, 

carved out of wood, and looks to be falling apart.  

Roberto, with his dark hair slicked back, designer jeans, a black button-

down shirt, black boots, and sunglasses, met me at the station, and after we 

hugged and all that, we got in a cab (they also now have cabs there) and made 

our way to the funeral home where the whole family was.  

* * * 

In Ciudad Hidalgo there are now newer, modern-looking homes, mixed in 

with the old concrete-slab style ones I’d known. All the old churches are still 

there, as is the town center and the Mercado where they still sell all sorts of 

food (and live animals). But now, alongside the beaten-down cars, young kids 

drive around in SUVs and Ford trucks, blasting rap or techno music. There are 

now a bunch of clothing stores that sell American-style clothes and also all 

sorts of graffiti on the walls. My mother told me that the town has grown so 

much because of all the money that people like her have sent back from the 

states over the years.  

Despite all this modernity, the town still felt old and scary to me. When 

walking down the streets, I stared off at el cerro and wondered whether el 

chango hung out there waiting for prey. When looking at the butcher boys, I 

still felt like they would cut me up if they could.  



I’m told in Mexico they used to hold wakes in people’s homes, like they 

did for my grandmother, and they still do sometimes, but for whatever reason 

they chose to have Nadia’s at the new funeral home in town. Upon arriving 

there, we immediately saw cousins that I hadn’t seen in years out in front 

smoking. Roberto knew them all, and although everyone seemed to recognize 

me, he reintroduced me. They were all very nice and welcoming, though some 

of them gave me dirty looks. They all remarked how they remembered me and 

my sister from when we were babies. They asked how my sister was doing and 

when she was going to visit, and I told them she would soon, although I knew 

that wasn’t true. Before going upstairs, my Uncle Gustavo talked to me a bit 

about money he was trying to raise for an investment, sort of but not really 

asking me if I wanted to invest.  

When we finally made it upstairs, the actual wake was about to begin, 

after which the group was to walk to the town’s cemetery, where Nadia was to 

be buried in the tomb our grandparents are buried in. Roberto told me that at 

the cemetery, a mariachi would be there to sing during the burial and that it 

would bring out tears in me like I’d never experienced.  

* * * 

It’s customary for the immediate family members to stay up with the 

deceased the whole night before the wake and funeral, with some staying back 

at the house in order to prevent the spirit of the deceased from returning.  

As we made it upstairs, everyone started going into a room where the 

casket was, and once inside, everyone stood facing the casket that was 

surrounded by flowers and pictures of Christ and the Virgen Maria. It was 



dark, but with some light coming in through a window, and there was some 

distance between the observers and the casket.  

Not all the family went inside—deference was given to the immediate 

family members who stood up front, with everyone else filed in the back and 

the rest peeking in through the door, or outside smoking. I was going to stay 

outside with Roberto, but my Uncle Javier put his arm around me as he was 

walking in and took me in with him.  

Everyone just stood there, some silently praying. I thought someone like 

a priest or family member was going to get up there and speak or something, 

but then all of a sudden people started shouting stuff out about my aunt—they 

shouted her name, their memories of her, how much they loved her. Her sons 

and daughters, many who have now been parents for years, started to lunge up 

into the space in front of the casket to scream, moan, some falling to their 

knees with their arms outstretched. Tears started flowing down everyone’s 

faces. The feeling overwhelmed me and I stood there not knowing what to do. 

Eventually, as more and more people were yelling, Javier, my big jolly uncle, 

patted me hard on the back, pushing me forward.  

At first I didn’t do anything. I just stood there, but then he patted me 

again, harder. I looked back and could see tears rolling down his big puffy 

cheeks, down through his long mustache, and although he was looking beyond 

me, toward the front and off into the distance, he gave me a reassuring face 

and nodded approvingly.  

I turned around, and after a moment, I all of a sudden screamed out in 

my broken Spanish, Tia! Tia, nunca olvidare tus tortillas, y la carne, y el queso 



que comiamos contingo! Tia, nunca olvidare! (Aunt! Aunt, never shall I forget 

your tortillas, the meat, and the cheese we used to eat with you! Aunt, never 

shall I forget!) My uncle patted me on the back again after I finished, as the 

tears were now flowing down my cheeks and onto my lips, leaving their stale, 

salty taste on my tongue. I didn’t want to look back at him, and I felt like 

leaving the room, getting back on a bus to Mexico City, and then back on a 

plane to Chicago, far away from there, where I would feel safe again. 

* * * 

I’m not sure what it means to be Mexican-American anymore.  

After growing up visiting Mexico every year as a kid, I lost all interest in 

anything Mexican when trying to fit in with all the white kids I went to school 

with—when that became ever more necessary. Suddenly I only wanted to speak 

English at home, and now we never speak Spanish anymore. We always talk 

about speaking in Spanish again, but when we try, we quickly revert back. 

I think white, talk white, dress white, eat white, and I date only white 

girls. I’ve never had a Mexican- or Latin-American girlfriend.  

All my friends are, for the most part, white. Some are of different 

backgrounds, like Indian or Irish, but they’ve also worked hard to be white. A 

few are Latin American, but we only speak English to each other, and if we 

speak in Spanish, it seems sort of trivial.  

I met a few Latinos in college. They were all part of this organization 

called La Rasa Latina and hung out mainly with other Latino kids. I went to 

one of their parties, at someone’s apartment, and though it was fun—everyone 

was dancing, moving the floor, chanting the lyrics of whatever song was 



playing—I thought it was sort of weird. So I stayed with going to frat parties, 

drinking keg beer, and trying to hook up with white girls.  

At work I’ve met other Latinos, but they’re just like me.  

Though I’ve enjoyed my recent string of visits to Mexico, it still seems 

awkward to me, like I know it will not last—I can almost feel my desire to go 

vanishing. When I’m there, I feel like I’m visiting a ghost or a fading memory. I 

don’t know what really prompted my interest to go back in the first place. I feel 

like I should think I wanted to save a part of me that’s been lost because it’s 

important, as an American, not to lose touch with what brought us all here. 

But I can’t help from feeling that I’m only doing it for entertainment’s sake, that 

somehow it really doesn’t matter to me, and somehow it’s left me feeling 

emptier than I was. 

  



HAZARDOUS CONDITIONS 
 

by Austin Eichelberger 
 
 

Jason met me at a coffee shop—that Starbucks on 12th and Hull—

because it was a public place and I was hoping we could both let everything out 

and be done with each other. Neither of us really took any time after we split; 

we just fell right into it with somebody new, and I’d had some feelings brewing 

that I couldn’t shake—the hurt and all. He was only with me for two years, but 

it was one of those first-time-ever, toppling-head-first, can’t-even-think-when-

they’re-not-right-in-front-of-you, have-two-arguments-and-three-sex-sessions-

in-the-same-day kind of relationships. We tried to be friends the first few years 

apart and hang out or drink together, but we’d always end up screwing, even if 

we were dating other people. Then we’d get mad at each other for a few weeks 

because I wouldn’t leave Aaron or because he was still pulling that I’m-too-

sensitive-to-let-go bullshit. The past year, we hadn’t really talked, but when I 

saw him in the grocery store last week, we’d both agreed there were still things 

we wanted to say. 

So I told Aaron—that’s the guy I started dating right after Jason—I had 

to go back to the office to finish customizing a PC for delivery before Christmas 

Eve and rode the bus to town. Aaron was more of the stay-at-home-to-

decorate-the-guest-room kind of guy, while I’ve always had to get out of the 

house sometimes so I didn’t go crazy. I loved Aaron—not the same way I did 

Jason—but every once in a while I’d get to feeling like there was something in 

Jason that I missed. Like, Aaron would laugh at a movie or flick the hair from 



his eyes or run his tongue along my earlobe and I just couldn’t help but think 

of the way Jason used to do that same thing. I’d make do with memories most 

of the time, and I never told Aaron I thought about Jason, but I’d wonder, 

standing in the shower or doing push-ups on the rug in the living room, if 

Jason ever thought about me. Kind of at the same time, you know, not like in-

a-comic-book-I-can-read-your-mind, but like there was something that still 

attached us. 

At Starbucks, Jason paid for my coffee, but he’s always done that, and 

we sat by the bathrooms where there weren’t many people and talked about the 

election a few months back and the ad he’s working on for some chip company. 

I was the one who brought up why we met. 

He looked at me. “I know, Damon. But isn’t this how we work things out? 

By just talking and acting like friends?” 

I shrugged. I really wasn’t sure. The most closure I ever got with an ex 

was when I set fire to the front porch of a guy’s trailer because he stopped 

answering my calls and then cleaned out our joint bank account. He had run 

out through the back door while I watched the molding on the front door melt 

and that was it. We never saw each other again. He didn’t even press charges. 

His neighbor—the son-of-a-bitch who introduced us—told me that he spent a 

month and a half building a new porch, and in the meantime, had to wade 

through the poison ivy that grew in back. I figured he deserved it. 

Jason was looking at me across the fake wood table, his head to the side. 

“How do you suggest we do it, Damon? We could go to a movie or a museum, if 

you want, but I’m not sure how that would help.” His foot bumped mine under 



the table as he took a sip of coffee. 

I pushed a hand through my short hair and looked down at the table. 

“Oh, I almost forgot.” I turned and reached into my bag—the over-your-

shoulder kind that bike messengers carry that I had hanging over the back of 

my chair—to pull out his copy of Vonnegut’s Cat’s Cradle. It looked worse than 

when he gave it to me because it fell in the tub once—accidentally—so the 

pages were wrinkled and black from mold, but I told him thanks for letting me 

borrow it. “I liked it.” 

“Did you?” He held the book with his fingertips, looked at it out the 

corner of his eye like he used to look at the home-style dinners I’d cook, and 

set it on the edge of the table. “What did you think of the ending?” 

“It was good. Kinda unexpected. But at the same time, you could see it 

coming, you know?” I really only got halfway through, because that’s where I 

was when he called to break up while I was running a bath, but he probably 

won’t know the difference. I almost looked up SparkNotes on the ending before 

I came, because I knew he’d be a smart-ass and ask, but I was running late. I 

smiled at Jason and took a big drink of my coffee. It scorched my tongue—they 

always brew it too god-damn hot. 

We sat there for a minute, him eyeing the book and me thinking about 

what Aaron was going to have ready for dinner. While I rubbed my raw tongue 

on the roof of my mouth, Jason looked up at me, one of his eyebrows pulled 

up. “So I thought of you the other day.”  

My heart picked up a little bit because I remembered three days before, 

when I’d thought of him while I was feeding the puppy—his name’s Brutus and 



he’s one of those always-all-over-everything-in-reach dogs. Jason squinted. 

“You still read about government conspiracies, right?” 

I nodded.  

“Well, I found these crazy videos online about fluoride in our drinking 

water and how it’s really killing us while it’s whitening our teeth.” He grinned. 

“I only drink bottled water now. When I saw it, it made me think about how you 

used to rant about those things.” 

Just then, a friend of Aaron’s walked up in a too-shiny sarong, threw her 

arms around me, and asked about Aaron and the puppy. We got the puppy a 

few weeks ago—it’s a Beagle-Great Dane mix—you know, to kind of see how we 

do before we look into adopting in a few years. He and I are going on four years, 

so I figure once this stuff with Jason is all settled—the emotional stuff, I 

mean—Aaron and I can settle down and give our moms some grandkids.  

“Aaron’s good. The puppy’s growing fast, so we have to keep an eye on 

him.” Brutus loves to chew this damn ottoman that she gave Aaron, and I had 

to plastic wrap the legs so she wouldn’t come over and see teeth marks in it. I 

didn’t tell her that, though. 

She looked over at Jason. “Who’s your friend?”  

I stared at Jason and shrugged. “Just a friend of mine, a coworker—” 

“Oh, hi,” she said and smiled. She threw her long red hair over her 

shoulder as she shook Jason’s hand and looked back over at me. “Is Aaron 

here? I know he doesn’t like coffee.” 

“No, he’s at home, but he knows I’m here,” I lied. 

“Oh, okay.” She paused, took a heavy breath, and looked down at the 



rows of sugar packets as I stared at her, trying not to blink. “Well, I have to 

run, but be safe, okay? It’s starting to snow.” She flipped her hair over her 

shoulder again. “Tell Aaron I say hi,” she said. Then she turned and walked to 

the coat rack by the front door. 

I looked out the windows in front. Just flurries, nothing serious. Cabs 

definitely run in worse. I turned back to Jason, and we just looked at each 

other. Then Jason went to stirring his coffee. I stared down at the floor tiles 

and let my mind draw lines between the brown dots. 

“So I was thinking,” Jason said, his hands on the table in front of him, 

“that if you want to swing by my place after this, I could show you those videos 

and you’d have a cheaper cab fare. Plus, the traffic here is going to be killer in 

a few minutes.” 

I looked at him, wondering if he was up to something. But then I figured 

if he was going to bring up cheaper cab fare from his place and all that, he 

must have known I was going home and not to his bed. Besides, if I went with 

him, it would give me a chance to find things about the apartment that were 

better when I lived there—somebody told me that helps with closure.  

The cold outside hit me hard, so I dug my stocking cap out from my bag 

and pulled it down over my ears. Jason just huddled his head down and took 

big steps through the flakes of snow, all the way down the ten-block stretch to 

his apartment. 

When we got to his front door, I couldn’t feel my toes or fingers and if I 

crossed my eyes, I could see how red my nose was. I hopped up and down to 

try and get more blood into my legs. He pulled his keys out. 



“Cold?” He looked at me and laughed. 

“A little.” I kept hopping. 

“Come on, let’s warm up.” He swung open the door and flicked on the 

lights to the front room. It was that same old apartment, same ratty green 

couch, same god-damn pictures of fruit hanging by the door. I peeked my head 

into the bathroom as he hung up his peacoat—yup, those same ugly-ass 

towels. The apartment was cleaner without me in it, but from what I could see, 

that was about it. He even had the same little TV set, one of those old ones 

with the knobs and no remote. As he fiddled with the heat thermostat, I 

thought about how he wouldn’t even get the local news after the HD switchover 

in a few months and figured I’d ask Aaron if we couldn’t give him the set we 

have in the kitchen—we never use it, anyway.  

“Not much has changed,” he said, “but I do have a new computer.” He 

sat on the couch, in the spot where I always used to sit when football was on, 

and picked up a new HP notebook laptop, one of the so-light-you-barely-know-

it’s-in-your-hand ones. He set it on his legs and started typing. I pulled my bag 

and coat off and tossed them on the floor by the door but kept my cap on. 

Wasn’t going to stay long, no reason to get settled in.  

“Here, I pulled up those videos.” He pointed at the laptop screen. 

I came over and sat on the couch beside him—not right beside, but close 

enough that I could see the screen. When Jason hit play, this angry-looking 

man started talking about fluoride and how in the ’20s, scientists discovered 

that it kills germs but it takes down your IQ, so it’s really not that good, but 

they put it in tap water anyway. I was getting real into it when the guy started 



talking about how in ’93, dentists all over the country ran studies and decided 

that it didn’t help your teeth that much either, when I felt Jason’s hand on the 

couch cushion by my thigh. 

“Sorry,” he said, all soft, and looked over at me. I just kept watching the 

video, trying to read the statistics as they went across the screen, but they 

were scrolling so fast I couldn’t really catch them. I reached over to pause the 

video and take a look at the numbers—I guess I leaned into him a little bit, but 

not much—when Jason kissed me on the cheek. 

I looked at him. “What was that?” My mouth went dry and I almost 

walked out, but I didn’t want to give him any excuses to talk bad about me. A 

thought of Aaron flew into my head—him back at the house, probably 

beginning to wonder where I was, and me here, not even on the god-damn way 

yet. My chest ached a little bit. 

“I’m not sure.” He tilted his head down. “I just miss you.” 

He looked kind of down-and-out right then, chewing on his cheek in the 

glow from the laptop. I guess I felt bad for snapping at him, so I put my arm 

around his shoulder. “I miss you, too, Jason.”  

He turned his head and looked at me, and I was going to go on, about 

how just because we missed each other didn’t mean we could bust in on each 

other’s lives, but then he leaned in and kissed me full on the lips. I just started 

kissing back. By the time I stopped and realized, we were lying on the couch 

with his shirt off, and my cap and shoes were on the floor. “Wait,” I said and 

sat up. I looked out the windows and saw spots of snow passing by, those big 

flakes that mean it’s sticking. 



Jason looked at me like he had just woken up, blinked a few times, and 

pushed at his mussed up hair. “What?” 

“Hold on a sec.” I walked to the window and the snow was coming down 

hard—I mean hard. You could barely see the streets anymore, and it looked 

like restaurants were closing early—at least two had those won’t-be-back-’til-

this-is-done signs on the doors, and I saw the owner of the Greek place locking 

up and running to his car. I thought about Aaron out at the house and pulled 

my cell phone out of my jeans pocket as my stomach did a little somersault. 

“What are you doing?” Jason sat up on the couch and stared at me. 

“Just hold on.” I dialed the ABC Cab Company and the woman on the 

line told me that all the city’s cabs were on lockdown, the buses too. The 

weather was supposed to turn to ice any minute, she said, and if I had any 

sense, I’d just stay where I was. I hung up the phone as Jason got up and 

came over to me. He set his hand on my waist, right on my hip like he always 

used to. I dialed the phone again while he started kissing my neck, up that 

tendon near the back. I stepped away from him, folded my arms in front 

because my hands were shaking, and held the phone with my shoulder. 

Aaron answered on the other end. “Thank god it’s you, I was just about 

to call. Are you on the way home? Where are you?” Brutus barked in the 

background, and Aaron said a quiet “Hush, dog.” 

I looked out the window again, at the buildings across the street that 

looked fuzzy from the snow falling in front of them. “I’m still at work. I tried 

calling a cab, but they’re shut down because of weather.”  

He sighed.  



“I know, hon,” I said, “but I’m just going to slip over to the motel a few 

blocks away, walking there won’t be that bad, and then I should be able to get 

a cab home in the morning. I don’t want to chance getting someone to drive in 

this.” I couldn’t have walked to the motel by the office if I’d wanted to in that 

weather. The snow swirled in front of the windows, spinning up into the air and 

then dropping back down. 

“All right. That’s fine. Just be safe.” Brutus barked again, the I-need-to-

go-out-right-now bark, but Aaron didn’t say anything. 

“I will, don’t worry.” 

“Then I’ll talk to you tomorrow. But call me if you get lonely tonight.” I 

could hear the smile in his voice, so I grinned to make mine sound the same 

way. 

“I will. Talk to you soon.”  

Brutus howled and I could hear Aaron turn from the phone and say, 

“What in god’s name do you want?”  

“Bye,” I said, as I pulled the phone away from my ear. 

“I love y—.” The phone was already halfway shut when I heard him say it, 

and I figured he knew I loved him, so I just left it at that. I’d apologize for that 

mistake the next day and everything would be fine.  

I turned from the windows to the empty couch and slid my phone back in 

my pocket. “Jason?” 

“In here.” His voice echoed down the little hallway that connected the 

front room to the bedroom, but his voice wasn’t soft anymore—like that I-

never-have-to-ask-twice tone kids use in the toy aisle. I looked down at my 



shoes and cap on the floor by the couch and pushed the rough spot on my 

tongue against my front teeth. I thought about leaving Aaron at home so I 

could run into the city and the icy-white streets outside, about the puppy and 

that dent on the couch where I used to sit. Then I walked across the room in 

my sock-feet, past my coat and bag, and stepped into the dark bedroom 

hallway. 
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